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Introduction

The ACL 2009 Workshop on Multiword Expressions: Identification, Interpretation, Disambiguation and
Applications (MWE’09) took place on August 6, 2009 in Singapore, immediately following the annual
meeting of the Association for Computational Linguistics (ACL). This is the fifth time this workshop has
been held in conjunction with ACL, following the meetings in 2003, 2004, 2006, and 2007.

The workshop focused on Multi-Word Expressions (MWEs), which represent an indispensable part of
natural languages and appear steadily on a daily basis, both novel and already existing but paraphrased,
which makes them important for many natural language applications. Unfortunately, while easily
mastered by native speakers, MWEs are often non-compositional, which poses a major challenge for
both foreign language learners and automatic analysis.

The growing interest in MWEs in the NLP community has led to many specialized workshops held
every year since 2001 in conjunction with ACL, EACL and LREC; there have been also two recent
special issues on MWEs published by leading journals: the International Journal of Language Resources
and Evaluation, and the Journal of Computer Speech and Language.

As a result of the overall progress in the field, the time has come to move from basic preliminary research
to actual applications in real-world NLP tasks. Thus, in MWE’09, we were interested in the overall
process of dealing with MWEs, asking for original research on the following four fundamental topics:

Identification. Identifying MWEs in free text is a very challenging problem. Due to the variability of
expression, it does not suffice to collect and use a static list of known MWEs; complex rules and
machine learning are typically needed as well.

Interpretation. Semantically interpreting MWEs is a central issue. For some kinds of MWEs, e.g.,
noun compounds, it could mean specifying their semantics using a static inventory of semantic
relations, e.g., WordNet-derived. In other cases, MWE’s semantics could be expressible by a
suitable paraphrase.

Disambiguation. Most MWEs are ambiguous in various ways. A typical disambiguation task is to
determine whether an MWE is used non-compositionally (i.e., figuratively) or compositionally
(i.e., literally) in a particular context.

Applications. Identifying MWEs in context and understanding their syntax and semantics is important
for many natural language applications, including but not limited to question answering, machine
translation, information retrieval, information extraction, and textual entailment. Still, despite the
growing research interest, there are not enough successful applications in real NLP problems,
which we believe is the key for the advancement of the field.

Of course, the above topics largely overlap. For example, identification can require disambiguating
between literal and idiomatic uses since MWEs are typically required to be non-compositional by
definition. Similarly, interpreting three-word noun compounds like morning flight ticket and plastic
water bottle requires disambiguation between a left and a right syntactic structure, while interpreting
two-word compounds like English teacher requires disambiguating between (a) ‘teacher who teaches
English’ and (b) ‘teacher coming from England (who could teach any subject, e.g., math)’.

We received 18 submissions, and, given our limited capacity as a one-day workshop, we were only able
to accept 9 full papers for oral presentation, an acceptance rate of 50%.

We would like to thank the members of the Program Committee for their timely reviews. We would also
like to thank the authors for their valuable contributions.

Dimitra Anastasiou, Chikara Hashimoto, Preslav Nakov, and Su Nam Kim
Co-Organizers
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Abstract

Multiword Expressions (MWEs) are one
of the stumbling blocks for more precise
Natural Language Processing (NLP) sys-
tems. Particularly, the lack of coverage
of MWEs in resources can impact nega-
tively on the performance of tasks and ap-
plications, and can lead to loss of informa-
tion or communication errors. This is es-
pecially problematic in technical domains,
where a significant portion of the vocab-
ulary is composed of MWEs. This pa-
per investigates the use of a statistically-
driven alignment-based approach to the
identification of MWEs in technical cor-
pora. We look at the use of several sources
of data, including parallel corpora, using
English and Portuguese data from a corpus
of Pediatrics, and examining how a sec-
ond language can provide relevant cues for
this tasks. We report results obtained by
a combination of statistical measures and
linguistic information, and compare these
to the reported in the literature. Such an
approach to the (semi-)automatic identifi-
cation of MWEs can considerably speed
up lexicographic work, providing a more
targeted list of MWE candidates.

1 Introduction

A multiword expression (MWE) can be defined
as any word combination for which the syntac-
tic or semantic properties of the whole expres-
sion cannot be obtained from its parts (Sag et
al., 2002). Examples of MWEs are phrasal verbs
(break down, rely on), compounds (police car, cof-
fee machine), idioms (rock the boat, let the cat
out of the bag). They are very numerous in lan-
guages, as Biber et al. (1999) note, accouting for
between 30% and 45% of spoken English and 21%

of academic prose, and for Jackendoff (1997) the
number of MWEs in a speaker’s lexicon is of the
same order of magnitude as the number of single
words. However, these estimates are likely to be
underestimates if we consider that for language
from a specific domain the specialized vocabulary
is going to consist largely of MWEs (global warm-
ing, protein sequencing) and new MWEs are con-
stantly appearing (weapons of mass destruction,
axis of evil).

Multiword expressions play an important role
in Natural Language Processing (NLP) applica-
tions, which should not only identify the MWEs
but also be able to deal with them when they are
found (Fazly and Stevenson, 2007). Failing to
identify MWEs may cause serious problems for
many NLP tasks, especially those envolving some
kind of semantic processing. For parsing, for in-
stance, Baldwin et al. (2004), found that for a ran-
dom sample of 20,000 strings from the British Na-
tional Corpus (BNC) even with a broad-coverage
grammar for English (Flickinger, 2000) missing
MWEs accounted for 8% of total parsing errors.
Therefore, there is an enormous need for robust
(semi-)automated ways of acquiring lexical infor-
mation for MWEs (Villavicencio et al., 2007) that
can significantly extend the coverage of resources.
For example, one can more than double the num-
ber of verb-particle constructions (VPCs) entries
in a dictionary, such as the Alvey Natural Lan-
guage Tools (Carroll and Grover, 1989), just ex-
tracting VPCs from a corpus like the BNC (Bald-
win, 2005). Furthermore, as MWEs are language
dependent and culturally motivated, identifying
the adequate translation of MWE occurrences is an
important challenge for machine translation meth-
ods.

In this paper, we investigate experimentally the
use of an alignment-based approach for the iden-
tification of MWEs in technical corpora. We look
at the use of several sources of data, including par-
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allel corpora, using English and Portuguese data
from a corpus of Pediatrics, and examining how
a second language can provide relevant cues for
this tasks. In this way, cost-effective tools for the
automatic alignment of texts can generate a list
of MWE candidates with their appropriate trans-
lations. Such an approach to the (semi-)automatic
identification of MWEs can considerably speed up
lexicographic work, providing a more targeted list
of MWE candidates and their translations, for the
construction of bilingual resources, and/or with
some semantic information for monolingual re-
sources.

The remainder of this paper is structured as fol-
lows. Section 2 briefly discusses MWEs and some
previous works on methods for automatically ex-
tracting them. Section 3 presents the resources
used while section 4 describes the methods pro-
posed to extract MWEs as a statistically-driven by-
product of an automatic word alignment process.
Section 5 presents the evaluation methodology and
analyses the results and section 6 finishes this pa-
per with some conclusions and proposals for fu-
ture work.

2 Related Work

The term Multiword Expression has been used to
describe a large number of distinct but related phe-
nomena, such as phrasal verbs (e.g. come along),
nominal compounds (e.g. frying pan), institution-
alised phrases (e.g. bread and butter), and many
others (Sag et al., 2002). They are very frequent in
everyday language and this is reflected in several
existing grammars and lexical resources, where
almost half of the entries are Multiword Expres-
sions.

However, due to their heterogeneous charac-
teristics, MWEs present a tough challenge for
both linguistic and computational work (Sag et
al., 2002). Some MWEs are fixed, and do not
present internal variation, such as ad hoc, while
others allow different degrees of internal vari-
ability and modification, such as touch a nerve
(touch/find a nerve) and spill beans (spill sev-
eral/musical/mountains of beans). In terms of se-
mantics, some MWEs are more opaque in their
meaning (e.g. to kick the bucket as to die), while
others have more transparent meanings that can be
inferred from the words in the MWE (e.g. eat up,
where the particle up adds a completive sense to
eat). Therefore, providing appropriate methods

for the automatic identification and treatment of
these phenomena is a real challenge for NLP sys-
tems.

A variety of approaches has been proposed for
automatically identifying MWEs, differing basi-
cally in terms of the type of MWE and lan-
guage to which they apply, and the sources of
information they use. Although some work on
MWEs is type independent (e.g. (Zhang et al.,
2006; Villavicencio et al., 2007)), given the het-
erogeneity of MWEs much of the work looks in-
stead at specific types of MWE like collocations
(Pearce, 2002), compounds (Keller and Lapata,
2003) and VPCs (Baldwin, 2005; Villavicencio,
2005; Carlos Ramisch and Aline Villavicencio and
Leonardo Moura and Marco Idiart, 2008). Some
of these works concentrate on particular languages
(e.g. (Pearce, 2002; Baldwin, 2005) for English
and (Piao et al., 2006) for Chinese), but some
work has also benefitted from asymmetries in lan-
guages, using information from one language to
help deal with MWEs in the other (e.g. (na Vil-
lada Moirón and Tiedemann, 2006; Caseli et al.,
2009)).

As basis for helping to determine whether a
given sequence of words is in fact an MWE (e.g.
ad hoc vs the small boy) some of these works em-
ploy linguistic knowledge for the task (Villavicen-
cio, 2005), while others employ statistical meth-
ods (Pearce, 2002; Evert and Krenn, 2005; Zhang
et al., 2006; Villavicencio et al., 2007) or combine
them with some kinds of linguistic information
such as syntactic and semantic properties (Bald-
win and Villavicencio, 2002; Van de Cruys and na
Villada Moirón, 2007) or automatic word align-
ment (na Villada Moirón and Tiedemann, 2006).

Statistical measures of association have been
commonly used for this task, as they can be demo-
cratically applied to any language and MWE type.
However, there is no consensus about which mea-
sure is best suited for identifying MWEs in gen-
eral. Villavicencio et al. (2007) compared some of
these measures (mutual information, permutation
entropy and χ2) for the type-independent detec-
tion of MWEs and found that Mutual Information
seemed to differentiate MWEs from non-MWEs,
but the same was not true of χ2. In addition, Ev-
ert and Krenn (2005) found that for MWE iden-
tification the efficacy of a given measure depends
on factors like the type of MWEs being targeted
for identification, the domain and size of the cor-
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pora used, and the amount of low-frequency data
excluded by adopting a threshold. Nonetheless,
Villavicencio et al. (2007), discussing the influ-
ence of the corpus size and nature over the meth-
ods, found that these different measures have a
high level of agreement about MWEs, whether
in carefully constructed corpora or in more het-
erogeneous web-based ones. They also discuss
the results obtained from adopting approaches like
these for extending the coverage of resources, ar-
guing that grammar coverage can be significantly
increased if MWEs are properly identified and
treated (Villavicencio et al., 2007).

Among the methods that use additional infor-
mation along with statistics to extract MWE, the
one proposed by na Villada Moirón and Tiede-
mann (2006) seems to be the most similar to our
approach. The main difference between them is
the way in which word alignment is used in the
MWE extraction process. In this paper, the word
alignment is the basis for the MWE extraction
process while Villada Moirón and Tiedemann’s
method uses the alignment just for ranking the
MWE candidates which were extracted on the ba-
sis of association measures (log-likelihood and
salience) and head dependence heuristic (in parsed
data).

Our approach, as described in details by Caseli
et al. (2009), also follows to some extent that
of Zhang et al. (2006), as missing lexical en-
tries for MWEs and related constructions are de-
tected via error mining methods, and this paper fo-
cuses on the extraction of generic MWEs as a by-
product of an automatic word alignment. Another
related work is the automatic detection of non-
compositional compounds (NCC) by Melamed
(1997) in which NCCs are identified by analyz-
ing statistical translation models trained in a huge
corpus by a time-demanding process.

Given this context, our approach proposes
the use of alignment techniques for identifying
MWEs, looking at sequences detected by the
aligner as containing more than one word, which
form the MWE candidates. As a result, sequences
of two or more consecutive source words are
treated as MWE candidates regardless of whether
they are translated as one or more target words.

3 The Corpus and Reference Lists

The Corpus of Pediatrics used in these experi-
ments contains 283 texts in Portuguese with a total

of 785,448 words, extracted from the Jornal de Pe-
diatria. From this corpus, the Pediatrics Glossary,
a reference list containing multiword terms and re-
curring expressions, was semi-automatically con-
structed, and manually checked.1 The primary aim
of the Pediatrics Glossary, as an online resource
for long-distance education, was to train, qualify
and support translation students on the domain of
pediatrics texts.

The Pediatrics Glossary was built from the
36,741 ngrams that occurred at least 5 times in the
corpus. These were automatically cleaned or re-
moved using some POS tag patterns (e.g. remov-
ing prepositions from terms that began or ended
with them). In addition, if an ngram was part of a
larger ngram, only the latter appeared in the Glos-
sary, as is the case of aleitamento materno (mater-
nal breastfeeding) which is excluded as it is con-
tained in aleitamento materno exclusivo (exclusive
maternal breastfeeding). This post-processing re-
sulted in 3,645 ngrams, which were manually
checked by translation students, and resulted in
2,407 terms, with 1,421 bigrams, 730 trigrams and
339 ngrams with n larger than 3 (not considered in
the experiments presented in this paper).

4 Statistically-Driven and
Alignment-Based methods

4.1 Statistically-Driven method
Statistical measures of association have been
widely employed in the identification of MWEs.
The idea behind their use is that they are an in-
expensive language and type independent means
of detecting recurrent patterns. As Firth famously
said a word is characterized by the company it
keeps and since we expect the component words
of an MWE to occur frequently together, then
these measures can give an indication of MWE-
ness. In this way, if a group of words co-occurs
with significantly high frequency when compared
to the frequencies of the individual words, then
they may form an MWE. Indeed, measures such
as Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI), Mutual
Information (MI), χ2, log-likelihood (Press et al.,
1992) and others have been employed for this
task, and some of them seem to provide more ac-
curate predictions of MWEness than others. In
fact, in a comparison of some measures for the
type-independent detection of MWEs, MI seemed

1Available in the TEXTQUIM/UFRGS website: http:
//www.ufrgs.br/textquim
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to differentiate MWEs from non-MWEs, but the
same was not true of χ2 (Villavicencio et al.,
2007). In this work we use two commonly em-
ployed measures for this task: PMI and MI,
as implemented in the Ngram Statistics Package
(Banerjee and Pedersen, 2003).

From the Portuguese portion of the Corpus of
Pediatrics, 196,105 bigram and 362,663 trigram
MWE candidates were generated, after filtering
ngrams containing punctuation and numbers. In
order to evaluate how these methods perform with-
out any linguistic filtering, the only threshold em-
ployed was a frequency cut-off of 2 occurrences,
resulting in 64,839 bigrams and 54,548 trigrams.
Each of the four measures were then calculated for
these ngrams, and we ranked each n-gram accord-
ing to each of these measures. The average of all
the rankings is used as the combined measure of
the MWE candidates.

4.2 Alignment-Based method

The second of the MWE extraction approaches
to be investigated in this paper is the alignment-
based method. The automatic word alignment of
two parallel texts — a text written in one (source)
language and its translation to another (target) lan-
guage — is the process of searching for correspon-
dences between source and target words and se-
quences of words. For each word in a source sen-
tence equivalences in the parallel target sentence
are looked for. Therefore, taking into account a
word alignment between a source word sequence
S (S = s1 . . . sn with n ≥ 2) and a target word
sequence T (T = t1 . . . tm with m ≥ 1), that
is S ↔ T , the alignmet-based MWE extracion
method assumes that: (a) S and T share some se-
mantic features, and (b) S may be a MWE.

In other words, the alignment-based MWE ex-
traction method states that the sequence S will be
a MWE candidate if it is aligned with a sequence
T composed of one or more words (a n : m align-
ment with n ≥ 2 and m ≥ 1). For example,
the sequence of two Portuguese words aleitamento
materno — which occurs 202 times in the cor-
pus used in our experiments — is a MWE can-
didate because these two words were joined to be
aligned 184 times with the word breastfeeding (a
2 : 1 alignment), 8 times with the word breast-
fed (a 2 : 1 alignment), 2 times with breastfeeding
practice (a 2 : 2 alignment) and so on.

Thus, notice that the alignment-based MWE ex-

traction method does not rely on the conceptual
asymmetries between languages since it does not
expect that a source sequence of words be aligned
with a single target word. The method looks
for the sequences of source words that are fre-
quently joined together during the alignment de-
spite the number of target words involved. These
features indicate that the method priorizes preci-
sion in spite of recall.

It is also important to say that although the se-
quences of source and target words resemble the
phrases used in the phrase-based statistical ma-
chine translation (SMT), they are indeed a re-
finement of them. More specifically, although
both approaches rely on word alignments per-
formed by GIZA++2 (Och and Ney, 2000), in
the alignment-based approach not all sequences of
words are considered as phrases (and MWE can-
didates) but just those with an alignment n : m
(n >= 2) with a target sequence. To confirm
this assumption a phrase-based SMT system was
trained with the same corpus used in our exper-
iments and the number of phrases extracted fol-
lowing both approaches were compared. While
the SMT extracted 819,208 source phrases, our
alignment-based approach (without applying any
part-of-speech or frequency filter) extracted only
34,277. These results show that the alignment-
based approach refines in some way the phrases
of SMT systems.

In this paper, we investigate experimentally
whether MWEs can be identified as a by-product
of the automatic word alignment of parallel texts.
We focus on Portuguese MWEs from the Corpus
of Pediatrics and the evaluation is performed us-
ing the bigrams and trigrams from the Pediatrics
Glossary as gold standard.

To perform the extraction of MWE candi-
dates following the alignment-based approach,
first, the original corpus had to be sentence and
word aligned and Part-of-Speech (POS) tagged.
For these preprocessing steps were used, re-
spectively: a version of the Translation Cor-
pus Aligner (TCA) (Hofland, 1996), the statisti-
cal word aligner GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2000)
and the morphological analysers and POS taggers
from Apertium3 (Armentano-Oller et al., 2006).

2GIZA++ is a well-known statistical word aligner that can
be found at: http://www.fjoch.com/GIZA++.html

3Apertium is an open-source machine translation en-
gine and toolbox available at: http://www.apertium.
org.
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From the preprocessed corpus, the MWE candi-
dates are extracted as those in which two or more
words have the same alignment, that is, they are
linked to the same target unit. This initial list of
MWE candidates is, then, filtered to remove those
candidates that: (a) match some sequences of POS
tags or words (patterns) defined in previous exper-
iments (Caseli et al., 2009) or (b) whose frequency
is below a certain threshold. The remaining units
in the candidate list are considered to be MWEs.

Several filtering patterns and minimum fre-
quency thresholds were tested and three of them
are presented in details here. The first one (F1)
is the same used during the manual building of
the reference lists of MWEs: (a) patterns begin-
ning with Article + Noun and beginning or finish-
ing with verbs and (b) with a minimum frequency
threshold of 5.

The second one (F2) is the same used in the
(Caseli et al., 2009), mainly: (a) patterns begin-
ning with determiner, auxiliary verb, pronoun, ad-
verb, conjunction and surface forms such as those
of the verb to be (are, is, was, were), relatives
(that, what, when, which, who, why) and prepo-
sitions (from, to, of ) and (b) with a minimum fre-
quency threshold of 2.

And the third one (F3) is the same as (Caseli et
al., 2009) plus: (a) patterns beginning or finishing
with determiner, adverb, conjunction, preposition,
verb, pronoun and numeral and (b) with a mini-
mum frequency threshold of 2.

5 Experiments and Results

Table 1 shows the top 5 and the bottom 5 ranked
candidates returned by PMI and the alignment-
based approach. Although some of the results are
good, especially the top candidates, there is still
considerable noise among the candidates, as for
instance jogar video game (lit. play video game).
From table 1 it is also possible to notice that the
alignment-based approach indeed extracts Pedi-
atrics terms such as aleitamento materno (breast-
feeding) and also other possible MWE that are not
Pediatrics terms such as estados unidos (United
States).

In table 2 we show the precision (number of
correct candidates among the proposed ones), re-
call (number of correct candidates among those in
reference lists) and F-measure ((2 ∗ precision ∗
recall)/(precision + recall)) figures for the as-
sociation measures using all the candidates (on the

PMI alignment-based
Online Mendelian Inheritance faixa etária
Beta Technology Incorporated aleitamento materno
Lange Beta Technology estados unidos
Oxido Nitrico Inalatorio hipertensão arterial
jogar video game leite materno
... ...
e um de couro cabeludo
e a do bloqueio lactı́feros
se que de emocional anatomia
e a da neonato a termo
e de nao duplas mães bebês

Table 1: Top 5 and Bottom 5 MWE candidates
ranked by PMI and alignment-based approach

pt MWE candidates PMI MI
# proposed bigrams 64,839 64,839
# correct MWEs 1403 1403
precision 2.16% 2.16%
recall 98.73% 98.73%
F 4.23% 4.23%
# proposed trigrams 54,548 54,548
# correct MWEs 701 701
precision 1.29% 1.29%
recall 96.03% 96.03%
F 2.55% 2.55%
# proposed bigrams 1,421 1,421
# correct MWEs 155 261
precision 10.91% 18.37%
recall 10.91% 18.37%
F 10.91% 18.37%
# proposed trigrams 730 730
# correct MWEs 44 20
precision 6.03% 2.74%
recall 6.03% 2.74%
F 6.03% 2.74%

Table 2: Evaluation of MWE candidates - PMI and
MI

first half of the table) and using the top 1,421 bi-
gram and 730 trigram candidates (on the second
half). From these latter results, we can see that the
top candidates produced by these measures do not
agree with the Pediatrics Glossary, since there are
only at most 18.37% bigram and 6.03% trigram
MWEs among the top candidates, as ranked by
MI and PMI respectively. Interestingly, MI had a
better performance for bigrams while for trigrams
PMI performed better.

On the other hand, looking at the alignment-
based method, 34,277 pt MWE candidates were
extracted and Table 3 sumarizes the number of
candidates filtered following the three filters de-
scribed in 4.2: F1, F2 and F3.

To evaluate the efficacy of the alignment-based
method in identifying multiword terms of Pedi-
atrics, an automatic comparison was performed
using the Pediatrics Glossary. In this auto-
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pt MWE candidates F1 F2 F3
# filtered by POS patterns 24,996 21,544 32,644
# filtered by frequency 9,012 11,855 1,442
# final Set 269 878 191

Table 3: Number of pt MWE candidates filtered
in the alignment-based approach

pt MWE candidates F1 F2 F3
# proposed bigrams 250 754 169
# correct MWEs 48 95 65
precision 19.20% 12.60% 38.46%
recall 3.38% 6.69% 4.57%
F 5.75% 8.74% 8.18%
# proposed trigrams 19 110 20
# correct MWEs 1 9 4
precision 5.26% 8.18% 20.00%
recall 0.14% 1.23% 0.55%
F 0.27% 2.14% 1.07%
# proposed bi/trigrams 269 864 189
# correct MWEs 49 104 69
precision 18.22% 12.04% 36,51%
recall 2.28% 4.83% 3.21%
F 4.05% 6.90% 5.90%

Table 4: Evaluation of MWE candidates

matic comparision we considered the final lists of
MWEs candidates generated by each filter in table
3. The number of matching entries and the values
for precision, recall and F-measure are showed in
table 4.

The different values of extracted MWEs (in ta-
ble 3) and evaluated ones (in table 4) are due to
the restriction of considering only bigrams and tri-
grams in the Pediatrics Glossary. Then, longer
MWEs — such as doença arterial coronariana
prematura (premature coronary artery disease)
and pequenos para idade gestacional (small for
gestational age) — extracted by the alignment-
based method are not being considered at the mo-
ment.

After the automatic comparison using the Pedi-
atrics Glossary, an analysis by human experts was
performed on one of the derived lists — that with
the best precision values so far (from filter F3).
The human analysis was necessary since, as stated
in (Caseli et al., 2009), the coverage of reference
lists may be low, and it is likely that a lot of MWE
candidates that were not found in the Pediatrics
Glossary are nonetheless true MWEs. In this pa-
per only the pt MWE candidates extracted using
filter F3 (as described in section 4.2) were manu-
ally evaluated.

From the 191 pt MWE candidates extracted af-
ter F3, 69 candidates (36.1% of the total amount)
were found in the bigrams or trigrams in the

Glossary (see table 4). Then, the remaining 122
candidates (63.9%) were analysed by two native-
speakers human judges, who classified each of the
122 candidates as true, if it is a multiword expres-
sion, or false, otherwise independently of being
a Pediatrics term. For the judges, a sequence of
words was considered a MWE mainly if it was:
(1) a proper name or (2) a sequence of words for
which the meaning cannot be obtained by com-
pounding the meanings of its component words.

The judgments of both judges were compared
and a disagreement of approximately 12% on mul-
tiwords was verified. This disagreement was also
measured by the kappa (K) measure (Carletta,
1996), with k = 0.73, which does not prevent
conclusions to be drawn. According to Carletta
(1996), among other authors, a value of k between
0.67 and 0.8 indicates a good agreement.

In order to calculate the percentage of true can-
didates among the 122, two approaches can be
followed, depending on what criteria one wants
to emphasize: precision or coverage (not recall
because we are not calculating regarding a refer-
ence list). To emphasize the precision, one should
consider as genuine MWEs only those candidates
classified as true by both judges, on the other hand,
to emphasize the coverage, one should consider
also those candidates classified as true by just one
of them. So, from 191 MWE candidates, 126
(65.97%) were classified as true by both judges
and 145 (75.92%) by at least one of them.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

MWEs are a complex and heterogeneous set of
phenomena that defy attempts to capture them
fully, but due to their role in communication they
need to be properly accounted for in NLP applica-
tions and tasks.

In this paper we investigated the identifica-
tion of MWEs from technical domain, test-
ing statistically-driven and alignment-based ap-
proaches for identifying MWEs from a Pediatrics
parallel corpus. The alignment-based method gen-
erates a targeted precision-oriented list of MWE
candidates, while the statistical methods produce
recall-oriented results at the expense of precision.
Therefore, the combination of these methods can
produce a set of MWE candidates that is both more
precise than the latter and has more coverage than
the former. This can significantly speed up lex-
icographic work. Moreover, the results obtained
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show that in comparison with the manual extrac-
tion of MWEs, this approach can provide also a
general set of MWE candidates in addition to the
manually selected technical terms.

Using the alignment-based extraction method
we notice that it is possible to extract MWEs that
are Pediatrics terms with a precision of 38% for
bigrams and 20% for trigrams, but with very low
recall since only the MWEs in the Pediatrics Glos-
sary were considered correct. However, after a
manual analysis carried out by two native speakers
of Portuguese we found that the percentage of true
MWEs considered by both or at least one of them
were, respectively, 65.97% and 75.92%. This was
a significative improvement but it is important to
say that, in this manual analysis, the human ex-
perts classified the MWEs as true independently of
them being Pediatrics terms. So, as future work we
intend to carry out a more carefull analysis with
experts in Pediatrics to evaluate how many MWEs
candidates are also Pediatrics terms.

In addition, we plan to investigate a weighted
combination of these methods, favouring those
that have better precision. Finally, we also in-
tend to apply the results obtained in to the semi-
automatic construction of ontologies.
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Abstract

We tackle two major issues in automatic
keyphrase extraction using scientific arti-
cles: candidate selection and feature engi-
neering. To develop an efficient candidate
selection method, we analyze the nature
and variation of keyphrases and then se-
lect candidates using regular expressions.
Secondly, we re-examine the existing fea-
tures broadly used for the supervised ap-
proach, exploring different ways to en-
hance their performance. While most
other approaches are supervised, we also
study the optimal features for unsuper-
vised keyphrase extraction. Our research
has shown that effective candidate selec-
tion leads to better performance as evalua-
tion accounts for candidate coverage. Our
work also attests that many of existing fea-
tures are also usable in unsupervised ex-
traction.

1 Introduction

Keyphrases are simplex nouns or noun phrases
(NPs) that represent the key ideas of the document.
Keyphrases can serve as a representative summary
of the document and also serve as high quality in-
dex terms. It is thus no surprise that keyphrases
have been utilized to acquire critical information
as well as to improve the quality of natural lan-
guage processing (NLP) applications such as doc-
ument summarizer(Dávanzo and Magnini, 2005),
information retrieval (IR)(Gutwin et al., 1999) and
document clustering(Hammouda et al., 2005).

In the past, various attempts have been made to
boost automatic keyphrase extraction performance
based primarily on statistics(Frank et al., 1999;
Turney, 2003; Park et al., 2004; Wan and Xiao,
2008) and a rich set of heuristic features(Barker
and Corrnacchia, 2000; Medelyan and Witten,

2006; Nguyen and Kan, 2007). In Section 2, we
give a more comprehensive overview of previous
attempts.

Current keyphrase technology still has much
room for improvement. First of all, although sev-
eral candidate selection methods have been pro-
posed for automatic keyphrase extraction in the
past (e.g. (Frank et al., 1999; Park et al., 2004;
Nguyen and Kan, 2007)), most of them do not ef-
fectively deal with various keyphrase forms which
results in the ignorance of some keyphrases as can-
didates. Moreover, no studies thus far have done
a detailed investigation of the nature and varia-
tion of manually-provided keyphrases. As a con-
sequence, the community lacks a standardized list
of candidate forms, which leads to difficulties in
direct comparison across techniques during evalu-
ation and hinders re-usability.

Secondly, previous studies have shown the ef-
fectiveness of their own features but not many
compared their features with other existing fea-
tures. That leads to a redundancy in studies and
hinders direct comparison. In addition, existing
features are specifically designed for supervised
approaches with few exceptions. However, this
approach involves a large amount of manual labor,
thus reducing its utility for real-world application.
Hence, unsupervised approach is inevitable in or-
der to minimize manual tasks and to encourage
utilization. It is a worthy study to attest the re-
liability and re-usability for the unsupervised ap-
proach in order to set up the tentative guideline for
applications.

This paper targets to resolve these issues of
candidate selection and feature engineering. In
our work on candidate selection, we analyze the
nature and variation of keyphrases with the pur-
pose of proposing a candidate selection method
which improves the coverage of candidates that
occur in various forms. Our second contribution
re-examines existing keyphrase extraction features
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reported in the literature, in terms of their effec-
tiveness and re-usability. We test and compare
the usefulness of each feature for further improve-
ment. In addition, we assess how well these fea-
tures can be applied in an unsupervised approach.

In the remaining sections, we describe an
overview of related work in Section 2, our propos-
als on candidate selection and feature engineering
in Section 4 and 5, our system architecture and
data in Section 6. Then, we evaluate our propos-
als, discuss outcomes and conclude our work in
Section 7, 8 and 9, respectively.

2 Related Work

The majority of related work has been carried
out using statistical approaches, a rich set of
symbolic resources and linguistically-motivated
heuristics(Frank et al., 1999; Turney, 1999; Barker
and Corrnacchia, 2000; Matsuo and Ishizuka,
2004; Nguyen and Kan, 2007). Features used can
be categorized into three broad groups: (1) docu-
ment cohesion features (i.e. relationship between
document and keyphrases)(Frank et al., 1999;
Matsuo and Ishizuka, 2004; Medelyan and Wit-
ten, 2006; Nguyen and Kan, 2007), and to lesser,
(2) keyphrase cohesion features (i.e. relationship
among keyphrases)(Turney, 2003) and (3) term
cohesion features (i.e. relationship among compo-
nents in a keyphrase)(Park et al., 2004).

The simplest system is KEA (Frank et al.,
1999; Witten et al., 1999) that uses TF*IDF (i.e.
term frequency * inverse document frequency) and
first occurrence in the document. TF*IDF mea-
sures the document cohesion and the first occur-
rence implies the importance of the abstract or
introduction which indicates the keyphrases have
a locality. Turney (2003) added the notion of
keyphrase cohesion to KEA features and Nguyen
and Kan (2007) added linguistic features such
as section information and suffix sequence. The
GenEx system(Turney, 1999) employed an inven-
tory of nine syntactic features, such as length in
words and frequency of stemming phrase as a
set of parametrized heuristic rules. Barker and
Corrnacchia (2000) introduced a method based
on head noun heuristics that took three features:
length of candidate, frequency and head noun fre-
quency. To take advantage of domain knowledge,
Hulth et al. (2001) used a hierarchically-organized
domain-specific thesaurus from Swedish Parlia-
ment as a secondary knowledge source. The

Textract (Park et al., 2004) also ranks the can-
didate keyphrases by its judgment of keyphrases’
degree of domain specificity based on subject-
specific collocations(Damerau, 1993), in addi-
tion to term cohesion using Dice coefficient(Dice,
1945). Recently, Wan and Xiao (2008) extracts
automatic keyphrases from single documents, uti-
lizing document clustering information. The as-
sumption behind this work is that the documents
with the same or similar topics interact with each
other in terms of salience of words. The authors
first clustered the documents then used the graph-
based ranking algorithm to rank the candidates in
a document by making use of mutual influences of
other documents in the same cluster.

3 Keyphrase Analysis

In previous study, KEA employed the index-
ing words as candidates whereas others such as
(Park et al., 2004; Nguyen and Kan, 2007) gen-
erated handcrafted regular expression rules. How-
ever, none carefully undertook the analysis of
keyphrases. We believe there is more to be learned
from the reference keyphrases themselves by do-
ing a fine-grained, careful analysis of their form
and composition. Note that we used the articles
collected from ACM digital library for both ana-
lyzing keyphrases as well as evaluating methods.
See Section 6 for data in detail.

Syntactically, keyphrases can be formed by ei-
ther simplex nouns (e.g. algorithm, keyphrase,
multi-agent) or noun phrases (NPs) which can be a
sequence of nouns and their auxiliary words such
as adjectives and adverbs (e.g. mobile network,
fast computing, partially observable Markov de-
cision process) despite few incidences. They can
also incorporate a prepositional phrase (PP) (e.g.
quality of service, policy of distributed caching).
When keyphrases take the form of an NP with an
attached PP (i.e. NPs in of-PP form), the preposi-
tion of is most common, but others such as for, in,
via also occur (e.g. incentive for cooperation, in-
equality in welfare, agent security via approximate
policy, trade in financial instrument based on log-
ical formula). The patterns above correlate well
to part-of-speech (POS) patterns used in modern
keyphrase extraction systems.

However, our analysis uncovered additional lin-
guistic patterns and alternations which other stud-
ies may have overlooked. In our study we also
found that keyphrases also occur as a simple con-
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Criteria Rules
Frequency (Rule1) Frequency heuristic i.e. frequency ≥ 2 for simplex words vs. frequency ≥ 1 for NPs

Length (Rule2) Length heuristic i.e. up to length 3 for NPs in non-of-PP form vs. up to length 4 for NPs in of-PP form
(e.g. synchronous concurrent program vs. model of multiagent interaction)

Alternation (Rule3) of-PP form alternation
(e.g. number of sensor = sensor number, history of past encounter = past encounter history)
(Rule4) Possessive alternation
(e.g. agent’s goal = goal of agent, security’s value = value of security)

Extraction (Rule5) Noun Phrase = (NN |NNS|NNP |NNPS|JJ |JJR|JJS)∗(NN |NNS|NNP |NNPS)
(e.g. complexity, effective algorithm, grid computing, distributed web-service discovery architecture)
(Rule6) Simplex Word/NP IN Simplex Word/NP
(e.g. quality of service, sensitivity of VOIP traffic (VOIP traffic extracted),
simplified instantiation of zebroid (simplified instantiation extracted))

Table 1: Candidate Selection Rules

junctions (e.g. search and rescue, propagation and
delivery), and much more rarely, as conjunctions
of more complex NPs (e.g. history of past en-
counter and transitivity). Some keyphrases appear
to be more complex (e.g. pervasive document edit
and management system, task and resource allo-
cation in agent system). Similarly, abbreviations
and possessive forms figure as common patterns
(e.g. belief desire intention = BDI, inverse docu-
ment frequency = (IDF); Bayes’ theorem, agent’s
dominant strategy).

A critical insight of our work is that keyphrases
can be morphologically and semantically altered.
Keyphrases that incorporate a PP or have an un-
derlying genitive composition are often easily var-
ied by word order alternation. Previous studies
have used the altered keyphrases when forming in
of-PP form. For example, quality of service can
be altered to service quality, sometimes with lit-
tle semantic difference. Also, as most morpho-
logical variation in English relates to noun num-
ber and verb inflection, keyphrases are subject to
these rules as well (e.g. distributed system 6= dis-
tributing system, dynamical caching 6= dynamical
cache). In addition, possessives tend to alternate
with of-PP form (e.g. agent’s goal = goal of agent,
security’s value = value of security).

4 Candidate Selection

We now describe our proposed candidate selection
process. Candidate selection is a crucial step for
automatic keyphrase extraction. This step is corre-
lated to term extraction study since topNth ranked
terms become keyphrases in documents. In pre-
vious study, KEA employed the indexing words
as candidates whereas others such as (Park et al.,
2004; Nguyen and Kan, 2007) generated hand-
crafted regular expression rules. However, none
carefully undertook the analysis of keyphrases. In

this section, before we present our method, we first
describe the detail of keyphrase analysis.

In our keyphrase analysis, we observed that
most of author assigned keyphrase and/or reader
assigned keyphrase are syntactically more of-
ten simplex words and less often NPs. When
keyphrases take an NP form, they tend to be a sim-
ple form of NPs. i.e. either without a PP or with
only a PP or with a conjunction, but few appear as
a mixture of such forms. We also noticed that the
components of NPs are normally nouns and adjec-
tives but rarely, are adverbs and verbs. As a re-
sult, we decided to ignore NPs containing adverbs
and verbs in this study as our candidates since they
tend to produce more errors and to require more
complexity.

Another observation is that keyphrases contain-
ing more than three words are rare (i.e. 6% in our
data set), validating what Paukkeri et al. (2008)
observed. Hence, we apply a length heuristic. Our
candidate selection rule collects candidates up to
length 3, but also of length 4 for NPs in of-PP
form, since they may have a non-genetive alter-
nation that reduces its length to 3 (e.g. perfor-
mance of distributed system = distributed system
performance). In previous studies, words occur-
ring at least twice are selected as candidates. How-
ever, during our acquisition of reader assigned
keyphrase, we observed that readers tend to collect
NPs as keyphrases, regardless of their frequency.
Due to this, we apply different frequency thresh-
olds for simplex words (>= 2) and NPs (>= 1).
Note that 30% of NPs occurred only once in our
data.

Finally, we generated regular expression rules
to extract candidates, as presented in Table 1. Our
candidate extraction rules are based on those in
Nguyen and Kan (2007). However, our Rule6
for NPs in of-PP form broadens the coverage of
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possible candidates. i.e. with a given NPs in of-
PP form, not only we collect simplex word(s),
but we also extract non-of-PP form of NPs from
noun phrases governing the PP and the PP. For
example, our rule extracts effective algorithm of
grid computing as well as effective algorithm and
grid computing as candidates while the previous
works’ rules do not.

5 Feature Engineering

With a wider candidate selection criteria, the onus
of filtering out irrelevant candidates becomes the
responsibility of careful feature engineering. We
list 25 features that we have found useful in ex-
tracting keyphrases, comprising of 9 existing and
16 novel and/or modified features that we intro-
duce in our work (marked with ∗). As one of
our goals in feature engineering is to assess the
suitability of features in the unsupervised setting,
we have also indicated which features are suitable
only for the supervised setting (S) or applicable to
both (S, U).

5.1 Document Cohesion

Document cohesion indicates how important the
candidates are for the given document. The most
popular feature for this cohesion is TF*IDF but
some works have also used context words to check
the correlation between candidates and the given
document. Other features for document cohesion
are distance, section information and so on. We
note that listed features other than TF*IDF are re-
lated to locality. That is, the intuition behind these
features is that keyphrases tend to appear in spe-
cific area such as the beginning and the end of doc-
uments.

F1 : TF*IDF (S,U) TF*IDF indicates doc-
ument cohesion by looking at the frequency of
terms in the documents and is broadly used in pre-
vious work(Frank et al., 1999; Witten et al., 1999;
Nguyen and Kan, 2007). However, a disadvan-
tage of the feature is in requiring a large corpus
to compute useful IDF. As an alternative, con-
text words(Matsuo and Ishizuka, 2004) can also
be used to measure document cohesion. From our
study of keyphrases, we saw that substrings within
longer candidates need to be properly counted, and
as such our method measures TF in substrings as
well as in exact matches. For example, grid com-
puting is often a substring of other phrases such as
grid computing algorithm and efficient grid com-

puting algorithm. We also normalize TF with re-
spect to candidate types: i.e. we separately treat
simplex words and NPs to compute TF. To make
our IDFs broadly representative, we employed the
Google n-gram counts, that were computed
over terabytes of data. Given this large, generic
source of word count, IDF can be incorporated
without corpus-dependent processing, hence such
features are useful in unsupervised approaches
as well. The following list shows variations of
TF*IDF, employed as features in our system.

• (F1a) TF*IDF

• (F1b*) TF including counts of substrings

• (F1c*) TF of substring as a separate feature

• (F1d*) normalized TF by candidate types
(i.e. simplex words vs. NPs)

• (F1e*) normalized TF by candidate types as
a separate feature

• (F1f*) IDF using Google n-gram

F2 : First Occurrence (S,U) KEA used the first
appearance of the word in the document(Frank et
al., 1999; Witten et al., 1999). The main idea
behind this feature is that keyphrases tend to oc-
cur in the beginning of documents, especially in
structured reports (e.g., in abstract and introduc-
tion sections) and newswire.

F3 : Section Information (S,U) Nguyen and
Kan (2007) used the identity of which specific
document section a candidate occurs in. This lo-
cality feature attempts to identify key sections. For
example, in their study of scientific papers, the
authors weighted candidates differently depending
on whether they occurred in the abstract, introduc-
tion, conclusion, section head, title and/or refer-
ences.

F4* : Additional Section Information (S,U)
We first added the related work or previous work
as one of section information not included in
Nguyen and Kan (2007). We also propose and test
a number of variations. We used the substrings
that occur in section headers and reference titles
as keyphrases. We counted the co-occurrence of
candidates (i.e. the section TF) across all key sec-
tions that indicates the correlation among key sec-
tions. We assign section-specific weights as in-
dividual sections exhibit different propensities for
generating keyphrases. For example, introduction
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contains the majority of keyphrases while the ti-
tle or section head contains many fewer due to the
variation in size.

• (F4a*) section, ’related/previous work’

• (F4b*) counting substring occurring in key
sections

• (F4c*) section TF across all key sections

• (F4d*) weighting key sections according to
the portion of keyphrases found

F5* : Last Occurrence (S,U) Similar to dis-
tance in KEA , the position of the last occurrence
of a candidate may also imply the importance of
keyphrases, as keyphrases tend to appear in the
last part of document such as the conclusion and
discussion.

5.2 Keyphrase Cohesion
The intuition behind using keyphrase cohesion is
that actual keyphrases are often associated with
each other, since they are semantically related to
topic of the document. Note that this assumption
holds only when the document describes a single,
coherent topic – a document that represents a col-
lection may be first need to be segmented into its
constituent topics.

F6* : Co-occurrence of Another Candidate
in Section (S,U) When candidates co-occur in
several key sections together, then they are more
likely keyphrases. Hence, we used the number of
sections that candidates co-occur.

F7* : Title overlap (S) In a way, titles also rep-
resent the topics of their documents. A large col-
lection of titles in the domain can act as a prob-
abilistic prior of what words could stand as con-
stituent words in keyphrases. In our work, as we
examined scientific papers from computer science,
we used a collection of titles obtained from the
large CiteSeer1 collection to create this feature.

• (F7a*) co-occurrence (Boolean) in title col-
location

• (F7b*) co-occurrence (TF) in title collection

F8 : Keyphrase Cohesion (S,U) Turney (2003)
integrated keyphrase cohesion into his system by
checking the semantic similarity between top N
ranked candidates against the remainder. In the

1It contains 1.3M titles from articles, papers and reports.

original work, a large, external web corpus was
used to obtain the similarity judgments. As we
did not have access to the same web corpus and
all candidates/keyphrases were not found in the
Google n-gram corpus, we approximated this fea-
ture using a similar notion of contextual similarity.
We simulated a latent 2-dimensional matrix (simi-
lar to latent semantic analysis) by listing all candi-
date words in rows and their neighboring words
(nouns, verbs, and adjectives only) in columns.
The cosine measure is then used to compute the
similarity among keyphrases.

5.3 Term Cohesion

Term cohesion further refines the candidacy judg-
ment, by incorporating an internal analysis of the
candidate’s constituent words. Term cohesion
posits that high values for internal word associa-
tion measures correlates indicates that the candi-
date is a keyphrase (Church and Hanks, 1989).

F9 : Term Cohesion (S,U) Park et al. (2004)
used in the Dice coefficient (Dice, 1945)
to measure term cohesion particularly for multi-
word terms. In their work, as NPs are longer than
simplex words, they simply discounted simplex
word cohesion by 10%. In our work, we vary the
measure of TF used in Dice coefficient,
similar to our discussion earlier.

• (F9a) term cohesion by (Park et al., 2004),

• (F9b*) normalized TF by candidate types
(i.e. simplex words vs. NPs),

• (F9c*) applying different weight by candi-
date types,

• (F9d*) normalized TF and different weight-
ing by candidate types

5.4 Other Features

F10 : Acronym (S) Nguyen and Kan (2007) ac-
counted for the importance of acronym as a fea-
ture. We found that this feature is heavily depen-
dent on the data set. Hence, we used it only for
N&K to attest our candidate selection method.

F11 : POS sequence (S) Hulth and Megyesi
(2006) pointed out that POS sequences of
keyphrases are similar. It showed the distinctive
distribution of POS sequences of keyphrases and
use them as a feature. Like acronym, this is also
subject to the data set.
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F12 : Suffix sequence (S) Similar to acronym,
Nguyen and Kan (2007) also used a candidate’s
suffix sequence as a feature, to capture the propen-
sity of English to use certain Latin derivational
morphology for technical keyphrases. This fea-
ture is also a data dependent features, thus used in
supervised approach only.

F13 : Length of Keyphrases (S,U) Barker and
Corrnacchia (2000) showed that candidate length
is also a useful feature in extraction as well as in
candidate selection, as the majority of keyphrases
are one or two terms in length.

6 System and Data

To assess the performance of the proposed candi-
date selection rules and features, we implemented
a keyphrase extraction pipe line. We start with
raw text of computer science articles converted
from PDF by pdftotext. Then, we parti-
tioned the into section such as title and sections
via heuristic rules and applied sentence segmenter
2, ParsCit3(Councill et al., 2008) for refer-
ence collection, part-of-speech tagger4 and lem-
matizer5(Minnen et al., 2001) of the input. Af-
ter preprocessing, we built both supervised and
unsupervised classifiers using Naive Bayes from
the WEKA machine learning toolkit(Witten and
Frank, 2005), Maximum Entropy6, and simple
weighting.

In evaluation, we collected 250 papers from
four different categories7 of the ACM digital li-
brary. Each paper was 6 to 8 pages on average.
In author assigned keyphrase, we found many
were missing or found as substrings. To rem-
edy this, we collected reader assigned keyphrase
by hiring senior year undergraduates in computer
science, each whom annotated five of the papers
with an annotation guideline and on average, took
about 15 minutes to annotate each paper. The fi-
nal statistics of keyphrases is presented in Table
2 where Combined represents the total number of
keyphrases. The numbers in () denotes the num-
ber of keyphrases in of-PP form. Found means the

2http://www.eng.ritsumei.ac.jp/asao/resources/sentseg/
3http://wing.comp.nus.edu.sg/parsCit/
4http://search.cpan.org/dist/Lingua-EN-

Tagger/Tagger.pm
5http://www.informatics.susx.ac.uk/research/groups/nlp/carroll/morph.html
6http://maxent.sourceforge.net/index.html
7C2.4 (Distributed Systems), H3.3 (Information Search

and Retrieval), I2.11 (Distributed Artificial Intelligence-
Multiagent Systems) and J4 (Social and Behavioral Sciences-
Economics)

number of author assigned keyphrase and reader
assigned keyphrase found in the documents.

Author Reader Combined
Total 1252 (53) 3110 (111) 3816 (146)
NPs 904 2537 3027
Average 3.85 (4.01) 12.44 (12.88) 15.26 (15.85)
Found 769 2509 2864

Table 2: Statistics in Keyphrases

7 Evaluation

The baseline system for both the supervised and
unsupervised approaches is modified N&K which
uses TF*IDF, distance, section information and
additional section information (i.e. F1-4). Apart
from baseline , we also implemented basic
KEA and N&K to compare. Note that N&K is con-
sidered a supervised approach, as it utilizes fea-
tures like acronym, POS sequence, and suffix se-
quence.

Table 3 and 4 shows the performance of our can-
didate selection method and features with respect
to supervised and unsupervised approaches using
the current standard evaluation method (i.e. exact
matching scheme) over top 5th, 10th, 15th candi-
dates.

BestFeatures includes F1c:TF of substring as
a separate feature, F2:first occurrence, F3:section
information, F4d:weighting key sections, F5:last
occurrence, F6:co-occurrence of another candi-
date in section, F7b:title overlap, F9a:term co-
hesion by (Park et al., 2004), F13:length of
keyphrases. Best-TF*IDF means using all best
features but TF*IDF.

In Tables 3 and 4, C denotes the classifier tech-
nique: unsupervised (U) or supervised using Max-
imum Entropy (S)8.

In Table 5, the performance of each feature is
measured using N&K system and the target fea-
ture. + indicates an improvement, - indicates a
performance decline, and ? indicates no effect
or unconfirmed due to small changes of perfor-
mances. Again, supervised denotes Maximum
Entropy training and Unsupervised is our unsu-
pervised approach.

8 Discussion

We compared the performances over our candi-
date selection and feature engineering with sim-
ple KEA , N&K and our baseline system. In eval-
uating candidate selection, we found that longer

8Due to the page limits, we present the best performance.
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Method Features C Five Ten Fifteen
Match Precision Recall Fscore Match Precising Recall Fscore Match Precision Recall Fscore

All KEA U 0.03 0.64% 0.21% 0.32% 0.09 0.92% 0.60% 0.73% 0.13 0.88% 0.86% 0.87%
Candidates S 0.79 15.84% 5.19% 7.82% 1.39 13.88% 9.09% 10.99% 1.84 12.24% 12.03% 12.13%

N&K S 1.32 26.48% 8.67% 13.06% 2.04 20.36% 13.34% 16.12% 2.54 16.93% 16.64% 16.78%
baseline U 0.92 18.32% 6.00% 9.04% 1.57 15.68% 10.27% 12.41% 2.20 14.64% 14.39% 14.51%

S 1.15 23.04% 7.55% 11.37% 1.90 18.96% 12.42% 15.01% 2.44 16.24% 15.96% 16.10%
Length<=3 KEA U 0.03 0.64% 0.21% 0.32% 0.09 0.92% 0.60% 0.73% 0.13 0.88% 0.86% 0.87%
Candidates S 0.81 16.16% 5.29% 7.97% 1.40 14.00% 9.17% 11.08% 1.84 12.24% 12.03% 12.13%

N&K S 1.40 27.92% 9.15% 13.78% 2.10 21.04% 13.78% 16.65% 2.62 17.49% 17.19% 17.34%
baseline U 0.92 18.4% 6.03% 9.08% 1.58 15.76% 10.32% 12.47% 2.20 14.64% 14.39% 14.51%

S 1.18 23.68% 7.76% 11.69% 1.90 19.00% 12.45% 15.04% 2.40 16.00% 15.72% 15.86%
Length<=3 KEA U 0.01 0.24% 0.08% 0.12% 0.05 0.52% 0.34% 0.41% 0.07 0.48% 0.47% 0.47%
Candidates S 0.83 16.64% 5.45% 8.21% 1.42 14.24% 9.33% 11.27% 1.87 12.45% 12.24% 12.34%

+ Alternation N&K S 1.53 30.64% 10.04% 15.12% 2.31 23.08% 15.12% 18.27% 2.88 19.20% 18.87% 19.03%
baseline U 0.98 19.68% 6.45% 9.72% 1.72 17.24% 11.29% 13.64% 2.37 15.79% 15.51% 15.65%

S 1.33 26.56% 8.70% 13.11% 2.09 20.88% 13.68% 16.53% 2.69 17.92% 17.61% 17.76%

Table 3: Performance on Proposed Candidate Selection

Features C Five Ten Fifteen
Match Prec. Recall Fscore Match Prec. Recall Fscore Match Prec. Recall Fscore

Best U 1.14 .228 .747 .113 1.92 .192 .126 .152 2.61 .174 .171 .173
S 1.56 .312 .102 .154 2.50 .250 .164 .198 3.15 .210 .206 .208

Best U 1.14 .228 .74 .113 1.92 .192 .126 .152 2.61 .174 .171 .173
w/o TF*IDF S 1.56 .311 .102 .154 2.46 .246 .161 .194 3.12 .208 .204 .206

Table 4: Performance on Feature Engineering

A Method Feature
+ S F1a,F2,F3,F4a,F4d,F9a

U F1a,F1c,F2,F3,F4a,F4d,F5,F7b,F9a
- S F1b,F1c,F1d,F1f,F4b,F4c,F7a,F7b,F9b-d,F13

U F1d,F1e,F1f,F4b,F4c,F6,F7a,F9b-d
? S F1e,F10,F11,F12

U F1b

Table 5: Performance on Each Feature

length candidates play a role to be noises so de-
creased the overall performance. We also con-
firmed that candidate alternation offered the flexi-
bility of keyphrases leading higher candidate cov-
erage as well as better performance.

To re-examine features, we analyzed the impact
of existing and new features and their variations.
First of all, unlike previous studies, we found that
the performance with and without TF*IDF did not
lead to a large difference which indicates the im-
pact of TF*IDF was minor, as long as other fea-
tures are incorporated. Secondly, counting sub-
strings for TF improved performance, while ap-
plying term weighting for TF and/or IDF did not
impact on the performance. We estimated the
cause that many of keyphrases are substrings of
candidates and vice versa. Thirdly, section in-
formation was also validated to improve perfor-
mance, as in Nguyen and Kan (2007). Extend-
ing this logic, modeling additional section infor-
mation (related work) and weighting sections both
turned out to be useful features. Other locality
features were also validated as helpful: both first
occurrence and last occurrence are helpful as it
implies the locality of the key ideas. In addi-

tion, keyphrase co-occurrence with selected sec-
tions was proposed in our work and found empiri-
cally useful. Term cohesion (Park et al., 2004) is a
useful feature although it has a heuristic factor that
reduce the weight by 10% for simplex words. Nor-
mally, term cohesion is subject to NPs only, hence
it needs to be extended to work with multi-word
NPs as well. Table 5 summarizes the reflections
on each feature.

As unsupervised methods have the appeal of not
needing to be trained on expensive hand-annotated
data, we also compared the performance of super-
vised and unsupervised methods. Given the fea-
tures initially introduced for supervised learning,
unsupervised performance is surprisingly high.
While supervised classifier produced a matching
count of 3.15, the unsupervised classifier obtains a
count of 2.61. We feel this indicates that the exist-
ing features for supervised methods are also suit-
able for use in unsupervised methods, with slightly
reduced performance. In general, we observed that
the best features in both supervised and unsuper-
vised methods are the same – section information
and candidate length. In our analysis of the im-
pact of individual features, we observed that most
features affect performance in the same way for
both supervised and unsupervised approaches, as
shown in Table 5. These findings indicate that al-
though these features may be been originally de-
signed for use in a supervised approach, they are
stable and can be expected to perform similar in
unsupervised approaches.
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9 Conclusion

We have identified and tackled two core issues
in automatic keyphrase extraction: candidate se-
lection and feature engineering. In the area of
candidate selection, we observe variations and al-
ternations that were previously unaccounted for.
Our selection rules expand the scope of possible
keyphrase coverage, while not overly expanding
the total number candidates to consider. In our
re-examination of feature engineering, we com-
piled a comprehensive feature list from previous
works while exploring the use of substrings in de-
vising new features. Moreover, we also attested to
each feature’s fitness for use in unsupervised ap-
proaches, in order to utilize them in real-world ap-
plications with minimal cost.
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Abstract

We address the problem of classifying multi-
word expression tokens in running text. We
focus our study on Verb-Noun Constructions
(VNC) that vary in their idiomaticity depend-
ing on context. VNC tokens are classified as
either idiomatic or literal. We present a super-
vised learning approach to the problem. We ex-
periment with different features. Our approach
yields the best results to date on MWE clas-
sification combining different linguistically mo-
tivated features, the overall performance yields
an F-measure of 84.58% corresponding to an F-
measure of 89.96% for idiomaticity identification
and classification and 62.03% for literal identifi-
cation and classification.

1 Introduction

In the literature in general a multiword expression
(MWE) refers to a multiword unit or a colloca-
tion of words that co-occur together statistically
more than chance. A MWE is a cover term for
different types of collocations which vary in their
transparency and fixedness. MWEs are pervasive
in natural language, especially in web based texts
and speech genres. Identifying MWEs and under-
standing their meaning is essential to language un-
derstanding, hence they are of crucial importance
for any Natural Language Processing (NLP) appli-
cations that aim at handling robust language mean-
ing and use. In fact, the seminal paper (Sag et al.,
2002) refers to this problem as a key issue for the
development of high-quality NLP applications.

For our purposes, a MWE is defined as a collo-
cation of words that refers to a single concept, for
example - kick the bucket, spill the beans, make a
decision, etc. An MWE typically has an idiosyn-
cratic meaning that is more or different from the
meaning of its component words. An MWE mean-
ing is transparent, i.e. predictable, in as much
as the component words in the expression relay
the meaning portended by the speaker composi-
tionally. Accordingly, MWEs vary in their de-
gree of meaning compositionality; composition-
ality is correlated with the level of idiomaticity.
An MWE is compositional if the meaning of an

MWE as a unit can be predicted from the mean-
ing of its component words such as in make a
decision meaning to decide. If we conceive of
idiomaticity as being a continuum, the more id-
iomatic an expression, the less transparent and the
more non-compositional it is. Some MWEs are
more predictable than others, for instance, kick the
bucket, when used idiomatically to mean to die,
has nothing in common with the literal meaning
of either kick or bucket, however, make a decision
is very clearly related to to decide. Both of these
expressions are considered MWEs but have vary-
ing degrees of compositionality and predictability.
Both of these expressions belong to a class of id-
iomatic MWEs known as verb noun constructions
(VNC). The first VNC kick the bucket is a non-
decomposable VNC MWE, the latter make a deci-
sion is a decomposable VNC MWE. These types
of constructions are the object of our study.

To date, most research has addressed the prob-
lem of MWE type classification for VNC expres-
sions in English (Melamed, 1997; Lin, 1999;
Baldwin et al., 2003; na Villada Moirón and
Tiedemann, 2006; Fazly and Stevenson, 2007;
Van de Cruys and Villada Moirón, 2007; Mc-
Carthy et al., 2007), not token classification. For
example: he spilt the beans on the kitchen counter
is most likely a literal usage. This is given away by
the use of the prepositional phrase on the kitchen
counter, as it is plausable that beans could have
literally been spilt on a location such as a kitchen
counter. Most previous research would classify
spilt the beans as idiomatic irrespective of con-
textual usage. In a recent study by (Cook et al.,
2008) of 53 idiom MWE types used in different
contexts, the authors concluded that almost half of
them had clear literal meaning and over 40% of
their usages in text were actually literal. Thus, it
would be important for an NLP application such
as machine translation, for example, when given
a new VNC MWE token, to be able to determine
whether it is used idiomatically or not as it could
potentially have detrimental effects on the quality
of the translation.
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In this paper, we address the problem of MWE
classification for verb-noun (VNC) token con-
structions in running text. We investigate the bi-
nary classification of an unseen VNC token ex-
pression as being either Idiomatic (IDM) or Lit-
eral (LIT). An IDM expression is certainly an
MWE, however, the converse is not necessarily
true. To date most approaches to the problem of
idiomaticity classification on the token level have
been unsupervised (Birke and Sarkar, 2006; Diab
and Krishna, 2009b; Diab and Krishna, 2009a;
Sporleder and Li, 2009). In this study we carry
out a supervised learning investigation using sup-
port vector machines that uses some of the features
which have been shown to help in unsupervised
approaches to the problem.

This paper is organized as follows: In Section
2 we describe our understanding of the various
classes of MWEs in general. Section 3 is a sum-
mary of previous related research. Section 4 de-
scribes our approach. In Section 5 we present the
details of our experiments. We discuss the results
in Section 6. Finally, we conclude in Section 7.

2 Multi-word Expressions

MWEs are typically not productive, though they
allow for inflectional variation (Sag et al., 2002).
They have been conventionalized due to persis-
tent use. MWEs can be classified based on their
semantic types as follows. Idiomatic: This cat-
egory includes expressions that are semantically
non-compositional, fixed expressions such as king-
dom come, ad hoc, non-fixed expressions such
as break new ground, speak of the devil. The
VNCs which we are focusing on in this paper fall
into this category. Semi-idiomatic: This class
includes expressions that seem semantically non-
compositional, yet their semantics are more or less
transparent. This category consists of Light Verb
Constructions (LVC) such as make a living and
Verb Particle Constructions (VPC) such as write-
up, call-up. Non-Idiomatic: This category in-
cludes expressions that are semantically compo-
sitional such as prime minister, proper nouns such
as New York Yankees and collocations such as ma-
chine translation. These expressions are statisti-
cally idiosyncratic. For instance, traffic light is
the most likely lexicalization of the concept and
would occur more often in text than, say, traffic
regulator or vehicle light.

3 Related Work

Several researchers have addressed the problem of
MWE classification (Baldwin et al., 2003; Katz
and Giesbrecht, 2006; Schone and Juraksfy, 2001;

Hashimoto et al., 2006; Hashimoto and Kawa-
hara, 2008). The majority of the proposed research
has been using unsupervised approaches and have
addressed the problem of MWE type classifica-
tion irrespective of usage in context (Fazly and
Stevenson, 2007; Cook et al., 2007). We are
aware of two supervised approaches to the prob-
lem: work by (Katz and Giesbrecht, 2006) and
work by (Hashimoto and Kawahara, 2008).

In Katz and Giesbrecht (2006) (KG06) the au-
thors carried out a vector similarity comparison
between the context of an MWE and that of the
constituent words using LSA to determine if the
expression is idiomatic or not. The KG06 is sim-
ilar in intuition to work proposed by (Fazly and
Stevenson, 2007), however the latter work was un-
supervised. KG06 experimented with a tiny data
set of only 108 sentences corresponding to one
MWE idiomatic expression.

Hashimoto and Kawahara (2008) (HK08) is the
first large scale study to our knowledge that ad-
dressed token classification into idiomatic versus
literal for Japanese MWEs of all types. They ap-
ply a supervised learning framework using sup-
port vector machines based on TinySVM with a
quadratic kernel. They annotate a web based cor-
pus for training data. They identify 101 idiom
types each with a corresponding 1000 examples,
hence they had a corpus of 102K sentences of an-
notated data for their experiments. They exper-
iment with 90 idiom types only for which they
had more than 50 examples. They use two types
of features: word sense disambiguation (WSD)
features and idiom features. The WSD features
comprised some basic syntactic features such as
POS, lemma information, token n-gram features,
in addition to hypernymy information on words as
well as domain information. For the idiom fea-
tures they were mostly inflectional features such
as voice, negativity, modality, in addition to adja-
cency and adnominal features. They report results
in terms of accuracy and rate of error reduction.
Their overall accuracy is of 89.25% using all the
features.

4 Our Approach
We apply a supervised learning framework to
the problem of both identifying and classifying a
MWE expression token in context. We specifically
focus on VNC MWE expressions. We use the an-
notated data by (Cook et al., 2008). We adopt a
chunking approach to the problem using an Inside
Outside Beginning (IOB) tagging framework for
performing the identification of MWE VNC to-
kens and classifying them as idiomatic or literal
in context. For chunk tagging, we use the Yam-
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Cha sequence labeling system.1 YamCha is based
on Support Vector Machines technology using de-
gree 2 polynomial kernels.

We label each sentence with standard IOB tags.
Since this is a binary classification task, we have 5
different tags: B-L (Beginning of a literal chunk),
I-L (Inside of a literal chunk), B-I (Beginning an
Idiomatic chunk), I-I (Inside an Idiomatic chunk),
O (Outside a chunk). As an example a sentence
such as John kicked the bucket last Friday will be
annotated as follows: John O, kicked B-I, the I-I,
bucket I-I, last O, Friday O. We experiment with
some basic features and some more linguistically
motivated ones.

We experiment with different window sizes for
context ranging from −/+1 to −/+5 tokens be-
fore and after the token of interest. We also em-
ploy linguistic features such as character n-gram
features, namely last 3 characters of a token, as
a means of indirectly capturing the word inflec-
tional and derivational morphology (NGRAM).
Other features include: Part-of-Speech (POS)
tags, lemma form (LEMMA) or the citation form
of the word, and named entity (NE) information.
The latter feature is shown to help in the unsuper-
vised setting in recent work (Diab and Krishna,
2009b; Diab and Krishna, 2009a). In general all
the linguistic features are represented as separate
feature sets explicitly modeled in the input data.
Hence, if we are modeling the POS tag feature for
our running example the training data would be
annotated as follows: {John NN O, kicked VBD
B-I, the Det I-I, bucket NN I-I, last ADV O, Friday
NN O }. Likewise adding the NGRAM feature
would be represented as follows: {John NN ohn
O, kicked VBD ked B-I, the Det the I-I, bucket NN
ket I-I, last ADV ast O, Friday NN day O.} and so
on.

With the NE feature, we followed the same rep-
resentation as the other features as a separate col-
umn as expressed above, referred to as Named
Entity Separate (NES). For named entity recogni-
tion (NER) we use the BBN Identifinder software
which identifies 19 NE tags.2 We have two set-
tings for NES: one with the full 19 tags explic-
itly identified (NES-Full) and the other where we
have a binary feature indicating whether a word
is a NE or not (NES-Bin). Moreover, we added
another experimental condition where we changed
the words’ representation in the input to their NE
class, Named Entity InText (NEI). For example for
the NEI condition, our running example is repre-
sented as follows: {PER NN ohn O, kicked VBD
ked B-I, the Det the I-I, bucket NN ket I-I, last ADV

1http://www.tado-chasen.com/yamcha
2http://www.bbn.com/identifinder

ast O, DAY NN day O}, where John is replaced by
the NE “PER” .

5 Experiments and Results

5.1 Data

We use the manually annotated standard data
set identified in (Cook et al., 2008). This data
comprises 2920 unique VNC-Token expressions
drawn from the entire British National Corpus
(BNC).3 The BNC contains 100M words of multi-
ple genres including written text and transcribed
speech. In this set, VNC token expressions are
manually annotated as idiomatic, literal or un-
known. We exclude those annotated as unknown
and those pertaining to the Speech part of the
data leaving us with a total of 2432 sentences cor-
responding to 53 VNC MWE types. This data
has 2571 annotations,4 corresponding to 2020 Id-
iomatic tokens and 551 literal ones. Since the data
set is relatively small we carry out 5-fold cross val-
idation experiments. The results we report are av-
eraged over the 5 folds per condition. We split
the data into 80% for training, 10% for testing and
10% for development. The data used is the tok-
enized version of the BNC.

5.2 Evaluation Metrics

We use Fβ=1 (F-measure) as the harmonic mean
between (P)recision and (R)ecall, as well as accu-
racy to report the results.5 We report the results
separately for the two classes IDM and LIT aver-
aged over the 5 folds of the TEST data set.

5.3 Results

We present the results for the different features
sets and their combination. We also present results
on a simple most frequent tag baseline (FREQ) as
well as a baseline of using no features, just the
tokenized words (TOK). The baseline is basically
tagging all identified VNC tokens in the data set as
idiomatic. It is worth noting that the baseline has
the advantage of gold identification of MWE VNC
token expressions. In our experimental conditions,
identification of a potential VNC MWE is part of
what is discovered automatically, hence our sys-
tem is penalized for identifying other VNC MWE

3http://www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk/
4A sentence can have more than one MWE expression

hence the number of annotations exceeds the number of sen-
tences.

5We do not think that accuracy should be reported in gen-
eral since it is an inflated result as it is not a measure of error.
All words identified as O factor into the accuracy which re-
sults in exaggerated values for accuracy. We report it only
since it the metric used by previous work.
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tokens that are not in the original data set.6

In Table 2 we present the results yielded per fea-
ture and per condition. We experimented with dif-
ferent context sizes initially to decide on the opti-
mal window size for our learning framework, re-
sults are presented in Table 1. Then once that is
determined, we proceed to add features.

Noting that a window size of −/+3 yields the
best results, we proceed to use that as our context
size for the following experimental conditions. We
will not include accuracy since it above 96% for all
our experimental conditions.

All the results yielded by our experiments out-
perform the baseline FREQ. The simple tokenized
words baseline (TOK) with no added features with
a context size of −/+3 shows a significant im-
provement over the very basic baseline FREQ with
an overall F measure of 77.04%.

Adding lemma information or POS or NGRAM
features all independently contribute to a better
solution, however combining the three features
yields a significant boost in performance over the
TOK baseline of 2.67% absolute F points in over-
all performance.

Confirming previous observations in the liter-
ature, the overall best results are obtained by
using NE features. The NEI condition yields
slightly better results than the NES conditions
in the case when no other features are being
used. NES-Full significantly outperforms NES-
Bin when used alone especially on literal classi-
fication yielding the highest results on this class
of phenomena across the board. However when
combined with other features, NES-Bin fares bet-
ter than NES-Full as we observe slightly less per-
formance when comparing NES-Full+L+N+P and
NES-Bin+L+N+P.

Combining NEI+L+N+P yields the highest re-
sults with an overall F measure of 84.58% a sig-
nificant improvement over both baselines and over
the condition that does not exploit NE features,
L+N+P. Using NEI may be considered a form
of dimensionality reduction hence the significant
contribution to performance.

6 Discussion

The overall results strongly suggest that using lin-
guistically interesting features explicitly has a pos-
itive impact on performance. NE features help
the most and combining them with other features

6We could have easily identified all VNC syntactic con-
figurations corresponding to verb object as a potential MWE
VNC assuming that they are literal by default. This would
have boosted our literal score baseline, however, for this in-
vestigation, we decided to strictly work with the gold stan-
dard data set exclusively.

yields the best results. In general performance
on the classification and identification of idiomatic
expressions yielded much better results. This may
be due to the fact that the data has a lot more id-
iomatic token examples for training. Also we note
that precision scores are significantly higher than
recall scores especially with performance on lit-
eral token instance classification. This might be an
indication that identifying when an MWE is used
literally is a difficult task.

We analyzed some of the errors yielded in our
best condition NEI+L+N+P. The biggest errors are
a result of identifying other VNC constructions
not annotated in the training and test data as VNC
MWEs. However, we also see errors of confusing
idiomatic cases with literal ones 23 times, and the
opposite 4 times.

Some of the errors where the VNC should have
been classified as literal however the system clas-
sified them as idiomatic are kick heel, find feet,
make top. Cases of idiomatic expressions erro-
neously classified as literal are for MWE types hit
the road, blow trumpet, blow whistle, bit a wall.

The system is able to identify new VNC MWE
constructions. For instance in the sentence On the
other hand Pinkie seemed to have lost his head to
a certain extent perhaps some prospects of mak-
ing his mark by bringing in something novel in
the way of business, the first MWE lost his head
is annotated in the training data, however making
his mark is newly identified as idiomatic in this
context.

Also the system identified hit the post as a
literal MWE VNC token in As the ball hit the
post the referee blew the whistle, where blew the
whistle is a literal VNC in this context and it iden-
tified hit the post as another literal VNC.

7 Conclusion

In this study, we explore a set of features that con-
tribute to VNC token expression binary supervised
classification. The use of NER significantly im-
proves the performance of the system. Using NER
as a means of dimensionality reduction yields the
best results. We achieve a state of the art perfor-
mance of an overall F measure of 84.58%. In the
future we are looking at ways of adding more so-
phisticated syntactic and semantic features from
WSD. Given the fact that we were able to get more
interesting VNC data automatically, we are cur-
rently looking into adding the new data to the an-
notated pool after manual checking.
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IDM-F LIT-F Overall F Overall Acc.
−/+1 77.93 48.57 71.78 96.22
−/+2 85.38 55.61 79.71 97.06
−/+3 86.99 55.68 81.25 96.93
−/+4 86.22 55.81 80.75 97.06
−/+5 83.38 50 77.63 96.61

Table 1: Results in %s of varying context window size

IDM-P IDM-R IDM-F LIT-P LIT-R LIT-F Overall F
FREQ 70.02 89.16 78.44 0 0 0 69.68
TOK 81.78 83.33 82.55 71.79 43.75 54.37 77.04

(L)EMMA 83.1 84.29 83.69 69.77 46.88 56.07 78.11
(N)GRAM 83.17 82.38 82.78 70 43.75 53.85 77.01

(P)OS 83.33 83.33 83.33 77.78 43.75 56.00 78.08
L+N+P 86.95 83.33 85.38 72.22 45.61 55.91 79.71

NES-Full 85.2 87.93 86.55 79.07 58.62 67.33 82.77
NES-Bin 84.97 82.41 83.67 73.49 52.59 61.31 79.15

NEI 89.92 85.18 87.48 81.33 52.59 63.87 82.82
NES-Full+L+N+P 89.89 84.92 87.34 76.32 50 60.42 81.99
NES-Bin+L+N+P 90.86 84.92 87.79 76.32 50 60.42 82.33

NEI+L+N+P 91.35 88.42 89.86 81.69 50 62.03 84.58

Table 2: Final results in %s averaged over 5 folds of test data using different features and their combina-
tions
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Abstract

Based on a study of verb translations in
the Europarl corpus, we argue that a wide
range of MWE patterns can be identified in
translations that exhibit a correspondence
between a single lexical item in the source
language and a group of lexical items in
the target language. We show that these
correspondences can be reliably detected
on dependency-parsed, word-aligned sen-
tences. We propose an extraction method
that combines word alignment with syn-
tactic filters and is independent of the
structural pattern of the translation.

1 Introduction

Parallel corpora have proved to be a valuable re-
source not only for statistical machine translation,
but also for crosslingual induction of morphologi-
cal, syntactic and semantic analyses (Yarowsky et
al., 2001; Dyvik, 2004). In this paper, we propose
an approach to the identification of multiword ex-
pressions (MWEs) that exploits translational cor-
respondences in a parallel corpus. We will con-
sider in translations of the following type:

(1) Der
The

Rat
Council

sollte
should

unsere
our

Position
position

berücksichtigen.
consider.

(2) The Council shouldtake account ofour position.

This sentence pair has been taken from the
German - English section of the Europarl corpus
(Koehn, 2005). It exemplifies a translational cor-
respondence between an English MWEtake ac-
count ofand a German simplex verbberücksichti-
gen. In the following, we refer to such correspon-
dences asone-to-many translations. Based on a
study of verb translations in Europarl, we will ex-
plore to what extent one-to-many translations pro-
vide evidence for MWE realization in the target
language. It will turn out that crosslingual corre-

spondences realize a wide range of different lin-
guistic patterns that are relevant for MWE iden-
tification, but that they pose problems to auto-
matic word alignment. We propose an extraction
method that combines distributional word align-
ment with syntactic filters. We will show that
these correspondences can be reliably detected
on dependency-parsed, wordaligned sentences and
are able to identify various MWE patterns.

In a monolingual setting, the task of MWE ex-
traction is usually conceived of as a lexical as-
sociation problem where distributional measures
model the syntactic and semantic idiosyncracy ex-
hibited by MWEs, e.g. (Pecina, 2008). This ap-
proach generally involves two main steps: 1) the
extraction of a candidate list of potential MWEs,
often constrained by a particular target pattern
of the detection method, like verb particle con-
structions (Baldwin and Villavicencio, 2002) or
verb PP combinations (Villada Moirón and Tiede-
mann, 2006), 2) the ranking of this candidate list
by an appropriate assocation measure.

The crosslingual MWE identification we
present in this paper is, a priori, independent
of any specific association measure or syntactic
pattern. The translation scenario allows us to
adopt a completely data-driven definition of what
constitutes an MWE: Given a parallel corpus,
we propose to consider those tokens in a target
language as MWEs which correspond to a single
lexical item in the source language. The intuition
is that if a group of lexical items in one lan-
guage can be realized as a single item in another
language, it can be considered as some kind of
lexically fixed entity. By this means, we will
not approach the MWE identification problem
by asking for a given list of candidates whether
these are MWEs or not. Instead, we will ask for
a given list of lexical items in a source language
whether there exists a one-to-many translation for
this item in a target language (and whether these
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one-to-many translations correspond to MWEs).
This strategy offers a straightforward solution to
the interpretation problem: As the translation can
be related to the meaning of the source item and
to its other translations in the target language, the
interpretation is independent of the expression’s
transparency. This solution has its limitations
compared to other approaches that need to auto-
matically establish the degree of compositionality
of a given MWE candidate. However, for many
NLP applications, coarse-grained knowledge
about the semantic relation between a wide
range of MWEs and their corresponding atomic
realization is already very useful.

In this work, we therefore focus on a general
method of MWE identification that captures the
various patterns of translational correspondences
that can be found in parallel corpora. Our exper-
iments described in section 3 show that one-to-
many translations should be extracted from syn-
tactic configurations rather than from unstructured
sets of aligned words. This syntax-driven method
is less dependent on frequency distributions in a
given corpus, but is based on the intuition that
monolingual idiosyncracies like MWE realization
of an entity are not likely to be mirrored in another
language (see section 4 for discussion).

Our goal in this paper is twofold: First, we want
to investigate to what extent one-to-many transla-
tional correspondences can serve as an empirical
basis for MWE identification. To this end, Sec-
tion 2 presents a corpus-based study of the rela-
tion between one-to-many translations and MWEs
that we carried out on a translation gold standard.
Second, we investigate methods for the automatic
detection of complex lexical correspondences for
a given parallel corpus. Therefore, Section 3 eval-
uates automatic word alignments against our gold
standard and gives a method for high-precision
one-to-many translation detection that relies on
syntactic filters, in addition to word-alignments.

2 Multiword Translations as MWEs

The idea to exploit one-to-many translations for
the identification of MWE candidates has not re-
ceived much attention in the literature. Thus, it is
not a priori clear what can be expected from trans-
lational correspondences with respect to MWE
identification. To corroborate the intuitions intro-
duced in the last section, we carried out a corpus-
based study that aims to discover linguistic pat-

Verb 1-1 1-n n-1 n-n No

anheben (v1) 53.5 21.2 9.2 16 325

bezwecken (v2) 16.7 51.3 0.6 31.3 150

riskieren (v3) 46.7 35.7 0.5 17 182

verschlimmern (v4) 30.2 21.5 28.6 44.5 275

Table 1: Proportions of types of translational cor-
respondences (token-level) in our gold standard.

terns exhibited by one-to-many translations.
We constructed a gold standard coveringall En-

glish translations of four German verb lemmas ex-
tracted from the Europarl Corpus. These verbs
subcategorize for a nominative subject and an ac-
cusative object and are in the middle frequency
layer (around 200 occurrences). We extracted all
sentences in Europarl with occurences of these
lemmas and their automatic word alignments pro-
duced by GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003). These
alignments were manually corrected on the basis
of the crosslingual word alignment guidelines de-
velopped by (Graça et al., 2008).

For each of the German source lemmas, our
gold standard records four translation categories:
one-to-one, one-to-many, many-to-one, many-to-
many translations. Table 1 shows the distribution
of these categories for each verb. Strikingly, the
four verbs show very different proportions con-
cerning the types of their translational correspon-
dences. Thus, while the German verbanheben
(en. increase) seems to have a frequent parallel
realization, the verbsbezwecken(en. intend to)
or verschlimmern(en. aggravate) tend to be real-
ized by more complex phrasal translations. In any
case, the percentage of one-to-many translations is
relatively high which corroborates our hypothesis
that parallel corpora constitute a very interesting
resource for data-driven MWE discovery.

A closer look at the one-to-many translations re-
veals that these cover a wide spectrum of MWE
phenomena traditionally considered in the liter-
ature, as well as constructions that one would
usually not regard as an MWE. Below, we will
shortly illustrate the different classes of one-to-
many translations we found in our gold standard.

Morphological variations: This type of one-to-
many translations is mainly due to non-parallel re-
alization of tense. It’s rather irrelevant from an
MWE perspective, but easy to discover and filter
automatically.
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(3) Sie
They

verschlimmern
aggravate

die
the

Übel.
misfortunes.

(4) Their actionis aggravatingthe misfortunes.

Verb particle combinations: A typical MWE
pattern, treated for instance in (Baldwin and
Villavicencio, 2002). It further divides into trans-
parent and non-transparent combinations, the lat-
ter is illustrated below.

(5) Der
The

Ausschuss
committe

bezweckt,
intends,

den
the

Institutionen
institutions

ein
a

politisches
political

Instrument
instrument

an
at

die
the

Hand
hand

zu
to

geben.
give.

(6) The committeeset out to equip the institutions with a
political instrument.

Verb preposition combinations: While this
class isn’t discussed very often in the MWE lit-
erature, it can nevertheless be considered as an id-
iosyncratic combination of lexical items. Sag et al
(2002) propose an analysis within an MWE frame-
work.

(7) Sie
They

werden
will

den
the

Treibhauseffekt
green house effect

verschlimmern.
aggravate.

(8) They will add to the green house effect.

Light verb constructions (LVCs): This is the
most frequent pattern in our gold standard. It ac-
tually subsumes various subpatterns depending on
whether the light verbs complement is realized as a
noun, adjective or PP. Generally, LVCs are syntac-
tically and semantically more flexible than other
MWE types, such that our gold standard contains
variants of LVCs with similar, potentially mod-
ified adjectives or nouns, as in the example be-
low. However, it can be considered an idiosyn-
cratic combination since the LVCs exhibit specific
lexical restrictions (Sag et al., 2002).

(9) Ich
Ich

werde
will

die
the

Sache
thing

nur
only

noch
just

verschlimmern.
aggravate.

(10) I am justmaking thingsmore difficult .

Idioms: This MWE type is probably the most
discussed in the literature due to its semantic and
syntactic idiosyncracy. It’s not very frequent in
our gold standard which may be mainly due to its
limited size and the source items we chose.

(11) Sie
They

bezwecken
intend

die
the

Umgestaltung
conversion

in
into

eine
a

zivile
civil

Nation.
nation.

(12) Theyhave in mind the conversion into a civil nation.

v1 v2 v3 v4

Ntype 22 (26) 41 (47) 26 (35) 17 (24)

V Part 22.7 4.9 0.0 0.0

V Prep 36.4 41.5 3.9 5.9

LVC 18.2 29.3 88.5 88.2

Idiom 0.0 2.4 0.0 0.0

Para 36.4 24.3 11.5 23.5

Table 2: Proportions of MWE types per lemma

Paraphrases: From an MWE perspective, para-
phrases are the most problematic and challenging
type of translational correspondence in our gold
standard. While the MWE literature typically dis-
cusses the distinction between collocations and
MWEs, the boarderline between paraphrases and
MWEs is not really clear. On the hand, para-
phrases, as we classified them here, are transparent
combinations of lexical items, like in the exam-
ple belowensure that something increases. How-
ever, semantically, these transparent combinations
can also be rendered by an atomic expressionin-
crease. A further problem raised by paraphrases is
that they often involve translational shifts (Cyrus,
2006). These shifts are hard to identify automat-
ically and present a general challenge for seman-
tic processing of parallel corpora. An example is
given below.

(13) Wir
We

brauchen
need

bessere
better

Zusammenarbeit,
cooperation

um
to

die
the

Rückzahlungen
repayments.OBJ

anzuheben.
increase.

(14) We need greater cooperation in this respect toensure
that repaymentsincrease.

Table 2 displays the proportions of the MWE
categories for the number of types of one-to-many
correspondences in our gold standard. We filtered
the types due to morphological variations only (the
overall number of types is indicated in brackets).
Note that some types in our gold standard fall into
several categories, e.g. they combine a verb prepo-
sition with a verb particle construction. For all
of the verbs, the number of types belonging to
core MWE categories largely outweighs the pro-
portion of paraphrases. As we already observed
in our analysis of general translation categories,
here again, the different verb lemmas show strik-
ing differences with respect to their realization in
English translations. For instance,anheben(en.
increase) or bezwecken(en. intend) are frequently
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translated with verb particle or preposition combi-
nations, while the other verbs are much more of-
ten translated by means of LVCs. Also, the more
specific LVC patterns differ largely among the
verbs. Whileverschlimmern(en. aggravate) has
many different adjectival LVC correspondences,
the translations ofriskieren(en. risk) are predomi-
nantly nominal LVCs. The fact that we found very
few idioms in our gold standard may be simply
related to our arbitrary choice of German source
verbs that do not have an English idiom realiza-
tion (see our experiment on a random set of verbs
in Section 3.3).

In general, one-to-many translational corre-
spondences seem to provide a very fruitful ground
for the large-scale study of MWE phenomena.
However, their reliable detection in parallel cor-
pora is far from trivial, as we will show in the
next section. Therefore, we will not further in-
vestigate the classification of MWE patterns in
the rest of the paper, but concentrate on the high-
precision detection of one-to-many translations.
Such a pattern-independent identification method
is crucial for the further data-driven study of one-
to-many translations in parallel corpora.

3 Multiword Translation Detection

This section is devoted to the problem of high-
precision detection of one-to-many translations.
Section 3.1 describes an evaluation of automatic
word alignments against our gold standard. In
section 3.2, we describe a method that extracts
loosely aligned syntactic configurations which
yields much more promising results.

3.1 One-to-many Alignments

To illustrate the problem of purely distributional
one-to-many alignment, table 3 presents an eval-
uation of the automatic one-to-many word align-
ments produced by GIZA++ that uses the stan-
dard heuristics for bidirectional word alignment
from phrase-based MT (Och and Ney, 2003). We
evaluate the rate of translational correspondences
on the type-level that the system discovers against
the one-to-many translations in our gold standard.
By type we mean the set of lemmatized English
tokens that makes up the translation of the Ger-
man source lemma. Generally, automatic word
alignment yields a very high FPR if no frequency
threshold is used. Increasing the threshold may
help in some cases, however the frequency of the

verb n > 0 n > 1 n > 3
FPR FNR FPR FNR FPR FNR

v1 0.97 0.93 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

v2 0.93 0.9 0.5 0.96 0.0 0.98

v3 0.88 0.83 0.8 0.97 0.67 0.97

v4 0.98 0.92 0.8 0.92 0.34 0.92

Table 3: False positive rate and False negative rate
of GIZA++ one-to-many alignments

translation types is so low, that already at a thresh-
old of 3, almost all types get filtered. This does not
mean that the automatic word alignment does not
discover any correct correspondences at all, but it
means that the detection of the exact set of tokens
that correspond to the source token is rare.

This low precision of one-to-many alignments
isn’t very surprising. Many types of MWEs con-
sist of items that contribute most of the lexical se-
mantic content, while the other items belong to the
class of semantically almost “empty” items (e.g.
particles, light verbs). These semantically “light”
items have a distribution that doesn’t necessarily
correlate with the source item. For instance, in
the following sentence pair taken from Europarl,
GIZA++ was not able to capture the correspon-
dence between the German main verbbehindern
(en. impede) and the LVCconstitute an obstacle
to, but only finds an alignment link between the
verb and the nounobstacle.

(15) Die
The

Korruption
corruption

behindert
impedes

die
the

Entwicklung.
development.

(16) Corruptionconstitutes an obstacle todevelopment.

Another limitation of the word-alignment mod-
els is that are independent of whether the sen-
tences are largely parallel or rather free transla-
tions. However, parallel corpora like Europarl are
know to contain a very large number of free trans-
lations. In these cases, direct lexical correspon-
dences are much more unlikely to be found.

3.2 Aligning Syntactic Configurations

High-precision extraction of one-to-many trans-
lation detection thus involves two major prob-
lems: 1) How to identify sentences or configura-
tions where reliable lexical correspondences can
be found? 2) How to align target items that have a
low occurrence correlation?

We argue that both of these problems can be
adressed by taking syntactic information into ac-
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count. As an example, consider the pair of paral-
lel configurations in Figure 1 for the sentence pair
given in (15) and (16). Although there is no strict
one-to-one alignment for the German verb, the ba-
sic predicate-argument structure is parallel: The
verbs arguments directly correspond to each other
and are all dominated by a verbal root node.

Based on these intuitions, we propose a
generate-and-filter strategy for our one-to-many
translation detection which extracts partial, largely
parallel dependency configurations. By admitting
target dependency paths to be aligned to source
single dependency relations, we admit configura-
tions where the source item is translated by more
than one word. For instance, given the configura-
tion in Figure 1, we allow the German verb to be
aligned to the path connectingconstituteand the
argumentY2.

Our one-to-many translation detection consists
of the following steps: a) candidate generation
of aligned syntactic configurations, b) filtering the
configurations c) alignment post-editing, i.e. as-
sembling the target tokens corresponding to the
source item. The following paragraphs will briefly
caracterize these steps.

behindert

X 1 Y 1

Y 2

an to

X 2 obstacle

create

Figure 1: Example of a typical syntactic MWE
configuration

Data We word-aligned the German and English
portion of the Europarl corpus by means of the
GIZA++ tool. Both portions where assigned flat
syntactic dependency analyses by means of the
MaltParser (Nivre et al., 2006) such that we ob-
tain a parallel resource of word-aligned depen-
dency parses. Each sentence in our resource can
be represented by the triple(DG, DE , AG,E). DG

is the set of dependency triples(s1, rel, s2) such

thats2 is a dependent ofs1 of typerel ands1, s2

are words of the source language.DE is the set
of dependency triples of the target sentence.AG,E

corresponds to the set of pairs(s1, t1) such that
s1, t1 are aligned.

Candidate Generation This step generates a
list of source configurations by searching for oc-
curences of the source lexical verb where it is
linked to some syntactic dependents (e.g. its argu-
ments). An example input would be the configura-
tion ( (verb,SB,%), (verb,OA,%)) for
our German verbs.

Filtering Given our source candidates, a valid
parallel configuration(DG, DE , AG,E) is then de-
fined by the following conditions:
1. The source configurationDG is the set of tu-
ples(s1, rel, sn) wheres1 is our source item and
sn some dependent.
2. For eachsn ∈ DG, there is a tuple(sn, tn) ∈
AG,E , i.e. every dependent has an alignment.
3. There is a target itemt1 ∈ DE such that
for eachtn, there is ap ⊂ DE such thatp is
a path(t1, rel, tx), (tx, rel, ty)...(tz, rel, tn) that
connectst1 and tn. Thus, the target dependents
have a common root.

To filter noise due to parsing or alignment er-
rors, we further introduce a filter on the length of
the path that connects the target root and its de-
pendents and w exclude paths cross contain sen-
tence boundaries. Moreover, the above candi-
date filtering doesn’t exclude configurations which
exhibit paraphrases involving head-switching or
complex coordination. Head-switching can be de-
tected with the help of alignment information: if
there is a item in our target configuration that has
an reliable alignment with an item not contained in
our source configuration, our target configuration
is likely to contain such a structural paraphrases
and is excluded from our candidate set. Coordina-
tion can be discarded by imposing the condition on
the configuration not to contain a coordination re-
lation. This Generate-and-Filter strategy now ex-
tracts a set of sentences where we are likely to find
a good one-to-one or one-to-many translation for
the source verb.

Alignment Post-editing In the final alignment
step, one now needs to figure out which lexical
material in the aligned syntactic configurations ac-
tually corresponds to the translation of the source
item. The intuition discussed in 3.2 was that all
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the items lying on a path between the root item
and the terminals belong to the translation of the
source item. However, these items may have other
syntactic dependents that may also be part of the
one-to-many translation. As an example, consider
the configuration in figure 1 where the articlean
which is part of the LVCcreate an obstacle tohas
to be aligned to the German source verb.

Thus, for a set of itemsti for which there is a de-
pendency relation(tx, rel, ti) ∈ DE such thattx is
an element of our target configuration, we need to
decide whether(s1, ti) ∈ AG,E . This translation
problem now largely parallels collocation trans-
lation problems discussed in the literature, as in
(Smadja and McKeown, 1994). But, crucially, our
syntactic filtering strategy has substantially nar-
rowed down the number of items that are possi-
ble parts of the one-to-many translation. Thus, a
straightforward way to assemble the translational
correspondence is to compute the correlation or
association of the possibly missing items with the
given translation pair as proposed in (Smadja and
McKeown, 1994). Therefore, we propose the fol-
lowing alignment post-editing algorithm:
Given the source items1 and the set of target items
T , where eachti ∈ T is an element of our target
configuration,

1. Compute corr(s1, T ), the correlation be-
tweens1 andT .

2. For each ti, tx such that there is
a (ti, rel, tx) ∈ DE , compute
corr(s1, T + {tx})

3. if corr(s1, T + {tx}) ≥ corr(s1, T ), addtx
to T .

As the Dice coefficient is often to give the best
results, e.g. in (Smadja and McKeown, 1994), we
also chose Dice as our correlation measure. In fu-
ture work, we will experiment with other associa-
tion measures. Our correlation scores are thus de-
fined by the formula:

corr(s1, T ) =
2(freq(s1 ∧ T ))

freq(s1) + freq(T )

We definefreq(T ) as the number of sentence
pairs whose target sentence contains occurrences
of all ti ∈ T , andfreq(s1) accordingly. The ob-
servation frequencyfreq(s1∧T ) is the number of
sentence pairs that wheres1 occurs in the source
sentence, andT in the target sentence.

The output translation can then be rep-
resented as a dependency configuration
of the following kind :((of,PMOD,%),
(risk,NMOD,of),(risk,NMOD,the), (run,OBJ,risk),
(run,SBJ,%))which is the syntactic representation
for the English MWErun the risk of.

3.3 Evaluation

Our translational approach to MWE extraction
bears the advantage that evaluation is not exclu-
sively bound to the manual judgement of candi-
date lists. Instead, we can first evaluate the system
output against translation gold standards which are
easier to obtain. The linguistic classification of the
candidates according to their compositionality can
then be treated as a separate problem.

We present two experiments in this evaluation
section: We will first evaluate the translation de-
tection on our gold standard to assess the gen-
eral quality of the extraction method. Since this
gold standard is to small to draw conclusions about
the quality of MWE patterns that the system de-
tects, we further evaluate the translational corre-
spondences for a larger set of verbs.

Translation evaluation: In the first experiment,
we extracted all types of translational correspon-
dences for the verbs we annotated in the gold stan-
dard. We converted the output dependency con-
figurations to the lemmatized bag-of-word form
we already applied for the alignment evaluation
and calculated the FPR and FNR of the trans-
lation types. The evaluation is displayed in ta-
ble 4. Nearly all translation types that our sys-
tem detected are correct. This confirms our hy-
pothesis that syntactic filtering yields more reli-
able translations that just coocurrence-based align-
ments. However, the false negative rate is also
very high. This low recall is due to the fact that
our syntactic filters are very restrictive such that a
major part of the occurrences of the source lemma
don’t figure in the prototypical syntactic configu-
ration. Column two and three of the evaluation ta-
ble present the FPR and FNR for experiments with
a relaxed syntactic filter that doesn’t constrain the
syntactic type of the parallel argument relations.
While not decreasing the FNR, the FPR decreases
significantly. This means that the syntactic filters
mainly fire on noisy configurations and don’t de-
crease the recall. A manual error analysis has also
shown that the relatively flat annotation scheme of
our dependency parses significantly narrows down
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the number of candidate configurations that our al-
gorithm detects. As the dependency parses don’t
provide deep analyses for tense or control phe-
nomena, very often, a verb’s arguments don’t fig-
ure as its syntactic dependents and no configura-
tion is found. Future work will explore the im-
pact of deep syntactic analysis for the detection of
translational correspondences.

MWE evaluation: In a second experiment, we
evaluated the patterns of correspondences found
by our extraction method for use in an MWE con-
text. Therefore, we selected 50 random verbs oc-
curring in the Europarl corpus and extracted their
respective translational correspondences. This set
of 50 verbs yields a set of 1592 one-to-many types
of translational correspondences. We filtered the
types wich display only morphological variation,
such that the set of potential MWE types com-
prises 1302 types. Out of these, we evaluated a
random sample of 300 types by labelling the types
with the MWE categories we established for the
analysis of our gold standard. During the clas-
sification, we encountered a further category of
oneto- many correspondence which cannot be con-
sidered an MWE, the category of alternation. For
instance, we found a translational correspondence
between the active realization of the German verb
begr̈ußen(en.appreciate) and the English passive
be pleased by.

The classification is displayed in table 5. Al-
most 83% of the translational correspondences
that our system extracted are perfect translation
types. Almost 60% of the extracted types can be
considered MWEs that exhibit some kind of se-
mantic idiosyncrasy. The other translations could
be classified as paraphrases or alternations. In our
random sample, the portions of idioms is signifi-
cantly higher than in our gold standard which con-
firms our intuition that the MWE pattern of the
one-to-many translations for a given verb are re-
lated to language-specific, semantic properties of
the verbs and the lexical concepts they realize.

4 Related Work

The problem sketched in this paper has clear con-
ncetions to statistical MT. So-called phrase-based
translation models generally target whole sentence
alignment and do not necessarily recur to linguis-
tically motivated phrase correspondences (Koehn
et al., 2003). Syntax-based translation that speci-
fies formal relations between bilingual parses was

Strict Filter Relaxed Filter

FPR FNR FPR FNR

v1 0.0 0.96 0.5 0.96

v2 0.25 0.88 0.47 0.79

v3 0.25 0.74 0.56 0.63

v4 0.0 0.875 0.56 0.84

Table 4: False positive and false negative rate of
one-to-many translations.

Trans. type Proportion

MWE type Proportion

MWEs 57.5%

V Part 8.2%

V Prep 51.8%

LVC 32.4%

Idiom 10.6%

Paraphrases 24.4%

Alternations 1.0%

Noise 17.1%

Table 5: Classification of 300 types sampled from
the set of one-to-many translations for 50 verbs

established by (Wu, 1997). Our way to use syn-
tactic configurations can be seen as a heuristic to
check relaxed structural parallelism.

Work on MWEs in a crosslingual context has
almost exclusively focussed on MWE translation
(Smadja and McKeown, 1994; Anastasiou, 2008).
In (Villada Moirón and Tiedemann, 2006), the au-
thors make use of alignment information in a par-
allel corpus to rank MWE candidates. These ap-
proaches don’t rely on the lexical semantic knowl-
edge about MWEs in form of one-to-many trans-
lations.

By contrast, previous approaches to paraphrase
extraction made more explicit use of crosslingual
semantic information. In (Bannard and Callison-
Burch, 2005), the authors use the target language
as a pivot providing contextual features for iden-
tifying semantically similar expressions. Para-
phrasing is however only partially comparable to
the crosslingual MWE detection we propose in
this paper. Recently, the very pronounced context
dependence of monolingual pairs of semantically
similar expressions has been recognized as a ma-
jor challenge in modelling word meaning (Erk and
Pado, 2009).

The idea that parallel corpora can be used as
a linguistic resource that provides empirical evi-
dence for monolingual idiosyncrasies has already
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been exploited in, e.g. morphology projection
(Yarowsky et al., 2001) or word sense disambigua-
tion (Dyvik, 2004). While in a monolingual set-
ting, it is quite tricky to come up with theoretical
or empirical definitions of sense discriminations,
the crosslingual scenario offers a theory-neutral,
data-driven solution: Since ambiguity is an id-
iosyncratic property of a lexical item in a given
language, it is not likely to be mirrored in a tar-
get language. Similarly, our approach can also be
seen as a projection idea: we project the semantic
information of simplex realization in a source lan-
guage to an idiosyncratic, multiword realization in
the target language.

5 Conclusion

We have explored the phenomenon of one-to-
many translations in parallel corpora from the
perspective of MWE identification. Our man-
ual study on a translation gold standard as well
as our experiments in automatic translation ex-
traction have shown that one-to-many correspon-
dences provide a rich resource and fruitful basis
of study for data-driven MWE identification. The
crosslingual perspective raises new research ques-
tions about the identification and interpretation of
MWEs. It challenges the distinction between para-
phrases and MWEs, a problem that does not arise
at all in the context of monolingual MWE ex-
traction. It also allows for the study of the rela-
tion between the semantics of lexical concepts and
their MWE realization. Further research in this di-
rection should investigate translational correspon-
dences on a larger scale and further explore these
for monolingual interpretation of MWEs.

Our extraction method that is based on syn-
tactic filters identifies MWE types with a much
higher precision than purely cooccurence-based
word alignment and captures the various patterns
we found in our gold standard. Future work on the
extraction method will have to focus on the gener-
alization of these filters and the generalization to
other items than verbs. The experiments presented
in this paper also suggest that the MWE realiza-
tion of certain lexical items in a target language
is subject to certain linguistic patterns. Moreover,
the method we propose is completely languagein-
dependent such that further research has to study
the impact of the relatedness of the considered
languages on the patterns of one-to-many transla-
tional correspondences.
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A Re-examination of Lexical Association Measures  

 

 

Abstract 

We review lexical Association Measures 
(AMs) that have been employed by past 
work in extracting multiword expressions. 
Our work contributes to the understanding 
of these AMs by categorizing them into 
two groups and suggesting the use of rank 
equivalence to group AMs with the same 
ranking performance. We also examine 
how existing AMs can be adapted to better 
rank English verb particle constructions 
and light verb constructions. Specifically, 
we suggest normalizing (Pointwise) 
Mutual Information and using marginal 
frequencies to construct penalization 
terms.  We empirically validate the 
effectiveness of these modified AMs in 
detection tasks in English, performed on 
the Penn Treebank, which shows 
significant improvement over the original 
AMs. 

1 Introduction 

Recently, the NLP community has witnessed a 
renewed interest in the use of lexical association 
measures in extracting Multiword Expressions 
(MWEs). Lexical Association Measures 
(hereafter, AMs) are mathematical formulas 
which can be used to capture the degree of 
connection or association between constituents 
of a given phrase. Well-known AMs include 
Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI), 
Pearson’s 2χ and the Odds Ratio. These AMs 
have been applied in many different fields of 
study, from information retrieval to hypothesis 
testing. In the context of MWE extraction, many 
published works have been devoted to comparing 
their effectiveness. Krenn and Evert (2001) 
evaluate Mutual Information (MI), Dice, 
Pearson’s 2χ , log-likelihood  

ratio and the T score. In Pearce (2002), AMs 
such as Z score, Pointwise MI, cost reduction, 
left and right context entropy, odds ratio are 
evaluated. Evert (2004) discussed a wide range 
of AMs, including exact hypothesis tests such as 
the binomial test and Fisher’s exact tests, various 
coefficients such as Dice and Jaccard. Later, 
Ramisch et al. (2008) evaluated MI, 
Pearson’s 2χ and Permutation Entropy. Probably 
the most comprehensive evaluation of AMs was 
presented in Pecina and Schlesinger (2006), 
where 82 AMs were assembled and evaluated 
over Czech collocations. These collocations 
contained a mix of idiomatic expressions, 
technical terms, light verb constructions and 
stock phrases. In their work, the best 
combination of AMs was selected using machine 
learning.  

While the previous works have evaluated AMs, 
there have been few details on why the AMs 
perform as they do.  A detailed analysis of why 
these AMs perform as they do is needed in order 
to explain their identification performance, and 
to help us recommend AMs for future tasks. This 
weakness of previous works motivated us to 
address this issue. In this work, we contribute to 
further understanding of association measures, 
using two different MWE extraction tasks to 
motivate and concretize our discussion. Our goal 
is to be able to predict, a priori, what types of 
AMs are likely to perform well for a particular 
MWE class. 

We focus on the extraction of two common 
types of English MWEs that can be captured by 
bigram model: Verb Particle Constructions 
(VPCs) and Light Verb Constructions (LVCs). 
VPCs consist of a verb and one or more particles, 
which can be prepositions (e.g. put on, bolster 
up), adjectives (cut short) or verbs (make do). 
For simplicity, we focus only on bigram VPCs 
that take prepositional particles, the most 
common class of VPCs. A special characteristic 
of VPCs that affects their extraction is the 
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mobility of noun phrase complements in 
transitive VPCs. They can appear after the 
particle (Take off your hat) or between the verb 
and the particle (Take your hat off). However, a 
pronominal complement can only appear in the 
latter configuration (Take it off).  

In comparison, LVCs comprise of a verb and a 
complement, which is usually a noun phrase 
(make a presentation, give a demonstration). 
Their meanings come mostly from their 
complements and, as such, verbs in LVCs are 
termed semantically light, hence the name light 
verb. This explains why modifiers of LVCs 
modify the complement instead of the verb 
(make a serious mistake vs. *make a mistake 
seriously).  This phenomenon also shows that an 
LVC’s constituents may not occur contiguously. 

2 Classification of Association Measures 

Although different AMs have different 
approaches to measuring association, we 
observed that they can effectively be classified 
into two broad classes. Class I AMs look at the 
degree of institutionalization; i.e., the extent to 
which the phrase is a semantic unit rather than a 
free combination of words. Some of the AMs in 
this class directly measure this association 
between constituents using various combinations 
of co-occurrence and marginal frequencies. 
Examples include MI, PMI and their variants as 
well as most of the association coefficients such 
as Jaccard, Hamann, Brawn-Blanquet, and 
others. Other Class I AMs estimate a phrase’s 
MWE-hood by judging the significance of the 
difference between observed and expected 
frequencies. These AMs include, among others, 
statistical hypothesis tests such as T score, Z 
score and Pearson’s 2χ test.  

Class II AMs feature the use of context to 
measure non-compositionality, a peculiar 
characteristic of many types of MWEs, including 
VPCs and idioms. This is commonly done in one 
of the following two ways. First, non-
compositionality can be modeled through the 
diversity of contexts, measured using entropy. 
The underlying assumption of this approach is 
that non-compositional phrases appear in a more 
restricted set of contexts than compositional ones. 
Second, non-compositionality can also be 
measured through context similarity between the 
phrase and its constituents. The observation here 
is that non-compositional phrases have different 
semantics from those of their constituents. It then 

follows that contexts in which the phrase and its 
constituents appear would be different (Zhai, 
1997). Some VPC examples include carry out, 
give up. A close approximation stipulates that 
contexts of a non-compositional phrase’s 
constituents are also different. For instance, 
phrases such as hot dog and Dutch courage are 
comprised of constituents that have unrelated 
meanings. Metrics that are commonly used to 
compute context similarity include cosine and 
dice similarity; distance metrics such as 
Euclidean and Manhattan norm; and probability 
distribution measures such as Kullback-Leibler 
divergence and Jensen-Shannon divergence.  

 
Table 1 lists all AMs used in our discussion. 

The lower left legend defines the variables a, b, c, 
and d with respect to the raw co-occurrence 
statistics observed in the corpus data.  When an 
AM is introduced, it is prefixed with its index 
given in Table 1(e.g., [M2] Mutual Information) 
for the reader’s convenience.  

3 Evaluation   

We will first present how VPC and LVC 
candidates are extracted and used to form our 
evaluation data set. Second, we will discuss how 
performances of AMs are measured in our 
experiments. 

3.1 Evaluation Data 

In this study, we employ the Wall Street Journal 
(WSJ) section of one million words in the Penn 
Tree Bank. To create the evaluation data set, we 
first extract the VPC and LVC candidates from 
our corpus as described below. We note here that 
the mobility property of both VPC and LVC 
constituents have been used in the extraction 
process. 

For VPCs, we first identify particles using a 
pre-compiled set of 38 particles based on 
Baldwin (2005) and Quirk et al. (1985) 
(Appendix A). Here we do not use the WSJ 
particle tag to avoid possible inconsistencies 
pointed out in Baldwin (2005). Next, we search 
to the left of the located particle for the nearest 
verb. As verbs and particles in transitive VPCs 
may not occur contiguously, we allow an 
intervening NP of up to 5 words, similar to 
Baldwin and Villavicencio (2002) and Smadja 
(1993), since longer NPs tend to be located after 
particles.  
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Extraction of LVCs is carried out in a similar 
fashion. First, occurrences of light verbs are 
located based on the following set of seven 

frequently used English light verbs: do, get, give, 
have, make, put and take. Next, we search to the      
right of the light verbs for the nearest noun, 

AM Name Formula AM Name Formula 
M1. Joint Probability ( ) /f xy N  M2. Mutual  Information 

,

1
log ˆ

ij
ij

i j ij

f
f

N f∑  

M3. Log likelihood      
        ratio 

,
2 log ˆ

ij
ij

i j ij

f
f

f
∑  

M4. Pointwise MI (PMI) ( )
log

( ) ( )

P xy

P x P y∗ ∗
 

M5. Local-PMI ( ) PMIf xy ×  M6. PMIk ( )
log

( ) ( )

kNf xy

f x f y∗ ∗
 

M7. PMI2 2( )
log

( ) ( )

Nf xy

f x f y∗ ∗
 

M8. Mutual Dependency 2( )log
( *) (* )
P xy

P x P y
 

M9. Driver-Kroeber  

( )( )

a

a b a c+ +
 

M10. Normalized   
          expectation 

2

2

a

a b c+ +
 

M11. Jaccard a

a b c+ +
 

M12. First Kulczynski a

b c+
 

M13. Second  
         Sokal-Sneath 2( )

a

a b c+ +
 

M14. Third  
          Sokal-Sneath 

a d

b c

+

+
 

M15. Sokal-Michiner a d

a b c d

+

+ + +
 

M16. Rogers-Tanimoto 

2 2

a d

a b c d

+

+ + +
 

M17. Hamann ( ) ( )a d b c

a b c d

+ − +

+ + +
 

M18. Odds ratio ad
bc  

M19. Yule’s ω  ad bc

ad bc

−

+
 

M20. Yule’s Q ad bc
ad bc

−
+

 

M21. Brawn-     
          Blanquet max( , )

a

a b a c+ +
 

M22. Simpson 

min( , )

a

a b a c+ +
 

M23. S cost 1
2min( , )

log(1 )
1

b c

a

−
+

+
 

M24*. Adjusted S Cost 1
2max( , )

log(1 )
1

b c

a

−
+

+
 

M25. Laplace 1

 min( ,  ) 2

a

a b c

+

+ +
 

M26*. Adjusted Laplace 1

 max( ,  ) 2

a

a b c

+

+ +
 

M27. Fager  
[M9]

1
max( , )

2
b c−  

M28*. Adjusted Fager 
[M9]

1
max( , )b c

aN
−  

M29*. Normalized     
            PMIs  

PMI / NF( )α  
PMI / NFMax 

M30*. Simplified 
normalized PMI for 
VPCs 

log( )

(1 )

ad

b cα α× + − ×
 

M31*. Normalized  
           MIs 

MI / NF( )α  
MI / NFMax 

NF( )α  = ( )P xα ∗  + (1 ) ( )P yα− ∗   [0,  1]α ∈  
NFMax = max( ( ),  ( ))P x P y∗ ∗  

11 ( )a f f xy= =   12 ( )b f f xy= =    

21 ( )c f f xy= =  22 ( )d f f xy= =  

( )f x∗  
( )f x∗  

            ( )f y∗               ( )f y∗  N 

 
Table 1. Association measures discussed in this paper. Starred AMs (*) are developed in this work. 

Contingency table of a bigram (x y), recording co-
occurrence and marginal frequencies; w  stands for all 
words except w; * stands for all words; N is total 
number of bigrams. The expected frequency under the 
independence assumption is ˆ ( ) ( ) ( ) / .f xy f x f y N= ∗ ∗  
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permitting a maximum of 4 intervening words to 
allow for quantifiers (a/an, the, many, etc.), 
adjectival and adverbial modifiers, etc. If this 
search fails to find a noun, as when LVCs are 
used in the passive (e.g. the presentation was 
made), we search to the right of the light verb, 
also allowing a maximum of 4 intervening words. 
The above extraction process produced a total of 
8,652 VPC and 11,465 LVC candidates when 
run on the corpus. We then filter out candidates 
with observed frequencies less than 6, as 
suggested in Pecina and Schlesinger (2006), to 
obtain a set of 1,629 VPCs and 1,254 LVCs.  

Separately, we use the following two available 
sources of annotations: 3,078 VPC candidates 
extracted and annotated in (Baldwin, 2005) and 
464 annotated LVC candidates used in (Tan et 
al., 2006). Both sets of annotations give both 
positive and negative examples. 

Our final VPC and LVC evaluation datasets 
were then constructed by intersecting the gold-
standard datasets with our corresponding sets of 
extracted candidates. We also concatenated both 
sets of evaluation data for composite evaluation.  
This set is referred to as “Mixed”. Statistics of 
our three evaluation datasets are summarized in 
Table 2.  
 
 VPC data LVC data Mixed 
Total  
(freq  ≥ 6) 

413 100 513 

Positive  
instances 

117 
(28.33%)

28 
(28%) 

145 
(23.26%)

Table 2. Evaluation data sizes (type count, not token). 
 
While these datasets are small, our primary 

goal in this work is to establish initial 
comparable baselines and describe interesting 
phenomena that we plan to investigate over 
larger datasets in future work.  

3.2 Evaluation Metric  

To evaluate the performance of AMs, we can use 
the standard precision and recall measures, as in 
much past work.  We note that the ranked list of 
candidates generated by an AM is often used as a 
classifier by setting a threshold. However, setting 
a threshold is problematic and optimal threshold 
values vary for different AMs. Additionally, 
using the list of ranked candidates directly as a 
classifier does not consider the confidence 
indicated by actual scores. Another way to avoid 
setting threshold values is to measure precision 
and recall of only the n most likely candidates 

(the n-best method). However, as discussed in 
Evert and Krenn (2001), this method depends 
heavily on the choice of n. In this paper, we opt 
for average precision (AP), which is the average 
of precisions at all possible recall values. This 
choice also makes our results comparable to 
those of Pecina and Schlesinger (2006).  

3.3 Evaluation Results 

Figure 1(a, b) gives the two average precision 
profiles of the 82 AMs presented in Pecina and 
Schlesinger (2006) when we replicated their 
experiments over our English VPC and LVC 
datasets. We observe that the average precision 
profile for VPCs is slightly concave while the 
one for LVCs is more convex. This can be 
interpreted as VPCs being more sensitive to the 
choice of AM than LVCs. Another point we 
observed is that a vast majority of Class I AMs, 
including PMI, its variants and association 
coefficients (excluding hypothesis tests), perform 
reasonably well in our application. In contrast, 
the performances of most of context-based and 
hypothesis test AMs are very modest. Their 
mediocre performance indicates their 
inapplicability to our VPC and LVC tasks. In 
particular, the high frequencies of particles in 
VPCs and light verbs in LVCs both undermine 
their contexts’ discriminative power and skew 
the difference between observed and expected 
frequencies that are relied on in hypothesis tests.  

4 Rank Equivalence 

We note that some AMs, although not 
mathematically equivalent (i.e., assigning 
identical scores to input candidates) produce the 
same lists of ranked candidates on our datasets. 
Hence, they achieve the same average precision. 
The ability to identify such groups of AMs is 
helpful in simplifying their formulas, which in 
turn assisting in analyzing their meanings. 
 
Definition: Association measures M1 and M2 are 

rank equivalent over a set C, denoted by M1 
r

C
≡  

M2, if and only if M1(cj) > M1(ck)  M2(cj) > 
M2(ck) and M1(cj) = M1(ck)  M2(cj) = M2(ck) for 
all cj, ck belongs to C where Mk(ci) denotes the 
score assigned to ci by the measure Mk.  
 
As a corollary, the following also holds for rank 
equivalent AMs:  
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Corollary: If M1 
r

C
≡  M2 then APC(M1) = APC(M2) 

where APC(Mi) stands for the average precision 
of the AM Mi over the data set C.  
 
Essentially, M1 and M2 are rank equivalent over 
a set C if their ranked lists of all candidates taken 
from C are the same, ignoring the actual 
calculated scores1. As an example, the following 
3 AMs: Odds ratio, Yule’s ω and Yule’s Q (Table 
3, row 5), though not mathematically equivalent, 
can be shown to be rank equivalent. Five groups 
of rank equivalent AMs that we have found are 
listed in Table 3.  This allows us to replace the 
below 15 AMs with their (most simple) 
representatives from each rank equivalent group. 
 
 
 

                                                 
1 Two AMs may be rank equivalent with the exception of 
some candidates where one AM is undefined due to a zero 
in the denominator while the other AM is still well-defined. 
We call these cases weakly rank equivalent. With a 
reasonably large corpus, such candidates are rare for our 
VPC and LVC types. Hence, we still consider such AM 
pairs to be rank equivalent. 

1) [M2] Mutual Information,  
    [M3] Log likelihood ratio 
2) [M7] PMI2, [M8] Mutual Dependency,  
    [M9] Driver-Kroeber (a.k.a. Ochiai) 
3) [M10] Normalized expectation,  
    [M11] Jaccard, [M12] First Kulczynski,  

[M13]Second Sokal-Sneath  
          (a.k.a. Anderberg) 

4) [M14] Third Sokal-Sneath,  
    [M15] Sokal-Michiner, 
    [M16] Rogers-Tanimoto, [M17] Hamann 
5) [M18] Odds ratio, [M19] Yule’s ,ω       
    [M20] Yule’s Q 

Table 3. Five groups of rank equivalent AMs. 

5 Examination of Association Measures 

We highlight two important findings in our 
analysis of the AMs over our English datasets. 
Section 5.1 focuses on MI and PMI and Section 
5.2 discusses penalization terms.   

5.1 Mutual Information and Pointwise 
Mutual Information 

In Figure 1, over 82 AMs, PMI ranks 11th in 
identifying VPCs while MI ranks 35th in 
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Figure 1a. AP profile of AMs examined over our VPC data set. 
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Figure 1b. AP profile of AMs examined over our LVC data set. 

Figure 1. Average precision (AP) performance of the 82 AMs from Pecina and Schlesinger (2006), on our 
English VPC and LVC datasets. Bold points indicate AMs discussed in this paper.  

□ Hypothesis test AMs     ◊ Class I AMs, excluding hypothesis test AMs     + Context-based AMs. 
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identifying LVCs. In this section, we show how 
their performances can be improved significantly.  

Mutual Information (MI) measures the 
common information between two variables or 
the reduction in uncertainty of one variable given 
knowledge of the 
other.

,

( )MI( ; ) ( )log ( ) ( )u v

p uvU V p uv p u p v= ∗ ∗∑ . In the 

context of bigrams, the above formula can be 

simplified to [M2] MI =
,

1
log ˆN

ij
ij

i j
ij

f
f

f
∑ . While MI 

holds between random variables, [M4] Pointwise 
MI (PMI) holds between specific values: PMI(x, 

y) =
( )

log
( ) ( )

P xy

P x P y∗ ∗

( )
log

( ) ( )

Nf xy

f x f y
=

∗ ∗
. It has long 

been pointed out that PMI favors bigrams with 
low-frequency constituents, as evidenced by the 
product of two marginal frequencies in its 
denominator. To reduce this bias, a common 
solution is to assign more weight to the co-
occurrence frequency ( )f xy in the numerator by 
either raising it to some power k (Daille, 1994) or 
multiplying PMI with ( )f xy . Table 4 lists these 
adjusted versions of PMI and their performance 
over our datasets. We can see from Table 4 that 
the best performance of PMIk

 is obtained at k 
values less than one, indicating that it is better to 
rely less on ( )f xy . Similarly, multiplying 

( )f xy directly to PMI reduces the performance of 
PMI. As such, assigning more weight to ( )f xy  
does not improve the AP performance of PMI.  
 
AM VPCs LVCs Mixed
Best [M6] PMIk .547 

(k = .13) 
.573 

(k = .85) 
.544 

(k = .32)

[M4] PMI .510 .566 .515 
[M5] Local-PMI  .259 .393 .272 
[M1] Joint Prob. .170 .28 .175 
Table 4. AP performance of PMI and its variants. Best 
alpha settings shown in parentheses. 
 

Another shortcoming of (P)MI is that both 
grow not only with the degree of dependence but 
also with frequency (Manning and Schutze,&& 1999, 
p. 66). In particular, we can show that MI(X; Y) ≤ 
min(H(X), H(Y)), where H(.) denotes entropy, 
and PMI(x,y) ≤ min( log ( ),P x− ∗  log ( )P y− ∗ ). 

These two inequalities suggest that the 
allowed score ranges of different candidates vary 
and consequently, MI and PMI scores are not 
directly comparable. Furthermore, in the case of 
VPCs and LVCs, the differences among score 

ranges of different candidates are large, due to 
high frequencies of particles and light verbs. This 
has motivated us to normalize these scores 
before using them for comparison. We suggest 
MI and PMI be divided by one of the following 
two normalization factors: NF( )α = ( )P xα ∗  + 
(1 ) ( )P yα− ∗ with [0,  1]α ∈ and NFmax 
= max( ( ),  ( ))P x P y∗ ∗ . NF( )α , being dependent on 
alpha, can be optimized by setting an appropriate 
alpha value, which is inevitably affected by the 
MWE type and the corpus statistics. On the other 
hand, NFmax is independent of alpha and is 
recommended when one needs to apply 
normalized (P)MI to a mixed set of different 
MWE types or when sufficient data for 
parameter tuning is unavailable. As shown in 
Table 5, normalized MI and PMI show 
considerable improvements of up to 80%. Also, 
PMI and MI, after being normalized with NFmax, 
rank number one in VPC and LVC task, 
respectively. If one re-writes MI as = (1/ 
N) ij ij

i, j
PMIf ×∑ , it is easy to see the heavy 

dependence of MI on direct frequencies 
compared with PMI and this explains why 
normalization is a pressing need for MI.  

 
AM VPCs LVCs Mixed
MI / NF( )α  .508 

(α = .48)  
.583 

(α = .47) 
.516 

(α = .5)

MI / NFmax .508 .584 .518 
[M2] MI .273 .435 .289 

PMI / NF( )α  .592 
(α = .8)  

.554 
(α = .48)  

.588 
(α = .77)

PMI / NFmax .565 .517 .556 
[M4] PMI .510 .566 .515 

Table 5. AP performance of normalized (P)MI versus 
standard (P)MI. Best alpha settings shown in 
parentheses. 

5.2 Penalization Terms  

It can be seen that given equal co-occurrence 
frequencies, higher marginal frequencies reduce 
the likelihood of being MWEs. This motivates us 
to use marginal frequencies to synthesize 
penalization terms which are formulae whose 
values are inversely proportional to the 
likelihood of being MWEs. We hypothesize that 
incorporating such penalization terms can 
improve the respective AMs detection AP.  

Take as an example, the AMs [M21] Brawn-
Blanquet (a.k.a. Minimum Sensitivity) and [M22] 
Simpson. These two AMs are identical, except 
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for one difference in the denominator: Brawn-
Blanquet uses max(b, c); Simpson uses min(b, c). 
It is intuitive and confirmed by our experiments 
that penalizing against the more frequent 
constituent by choosing max(b, c) is more 
effective. This is further attested in AMs [M23] 
S Cost and [M25] Laplace, where we tried to 
replace the min(b, c) term with max(b, c). Table 
6 shows the average precision on our datasets for 
all these AMs.   

 
AM VPCs LVCs Mixed
[M21]Brawn-    
          Blanquet 

.478 .578 .486 

[M22] Simpson .249 .382 .260 

[M24] Adjusted  
            S Cost 

.485 .577 .492 

[M23] S cost .249 .388 .260 

[M26] Adjusted  
           Laplace 

.486 .577 .493 

[M25] Laplace .241 .388 .254 
Table 6. Replacing min() with max() in selected AMs. 

 
In the [M27] Fager AM, the penalization term 
max(b, c) is subtracted from the first term, which 
is no stranger but rank equivalent to [M7] PMI2. 
In our application, this AM is not good since the 
second term is far larger than the first term, 
which is less than 1. As such, Fager is largely 
equivalent to just –½ max(b, c). In order to make 
use of the first term, we need to replace the 
constant ½ by a scaled down version of max(b, 
c). We have approximately derived 1/ aN as a 
lower bound estimate of max(b, c) using the 
independence assumption, producing [M28] 
Adjusted Fager. We can see from Table 7 that 
this adjustment improves Fager on both datasets. 
 
AM VPCs LVCs Mixed
[M28] Adjusted  
           Fager 

.564 .543 .554 

[M27] Fager .552 .439 .525 
Table 7. Performance of Fager and its adjusted 
version. 
 

The next experiment involves [M14] Third 
Sokal Sneath, which can be shown to be rank 
equivalent to –b –c. We further notice that 
frequencies c of particles are normally much 
larger than frequencies b of verbs. Thus, this AM 
runs the risk of ranking VPC candidates based on 
only frequencies of particles. So, it is necessary 

that we scale b and c properly as in 
[M14'] bα− × – (1 ) cα− × . Having scaled the 
constituents properly, we still see that [M14'] by 
itself is not a good measure as it uses only 
constituent frequencies and does not take into 
consideration the co-occurrence frequency of the 
two constituents. This has led us to experiment 

with [MR14'']
PMI

(1 )b cα α× + − ×
. The 

denominator of [MR14''] is obtained by 
removing the minus sign from [MR14'] so that it 
can be used as a penalization term. The choice of 
PMI in the numerator is due to the fact that the 
denominator of [MR14''] is in essence similar to 
NF( )α = ( )P xα ∗  + (1 ) ( )P yα− ∗ , which has 
been successfully used to divide PMI in the 
normalized PMI experiment. We heuristically 
tried to simplify [MR14''] to the following AM 

[M30]
log( )

(1 )

ad

b cα α× + − ×
. The setting of alpha in 

Table 8 below is taken from the best alpha 
setting obtained the experiment on the 
normalized PMI (Table 5). It can be observed 
from Table 8 that [MR14'''], being 
computationally simpler than normalized PMI, 
performs as well as normalized PMI and better 
than Third Sokal-Sneath over the VPC data set. 

 
AM VPCs LVCs Mixed
PMI / NF( )α  .592 

(α =.8) 
.554 

(α =.48) 
.588 

(α =.77)

[M30]
log( )

(1 )

ad

b cα α× + − ×

.600 
(α =.8) 

.484 
(α =.48) 

.588 
(α =.77)

[M14] Third  
            Sokal Sneath  

.565 .453 .546 

Table 8. AP performance of suggested VPCs’  
penalization terms and AMs.  
 

With the same intention and method, we have 
found that while addition of marginal frequencies 
is a good penalization term for VPCs, the 
product of marginal frequencies is more suitable 
for LVCs (rows 1 and 2, Table 9). As with the 
linear combination, the product bc should also be 
weighted accordingly as (1 )b cα α− . The best alpha 
value is also taken from the normalized PMI 
experiments (Table 5), which is nearly .5. Under 
this setting, this penalization term is exactly the 
denominator of the [M18] Odds Ratio. Table 9 
below show our experiment results in deriving 
the penalization term for LVCs.  
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AM VPCs LVCs Mixed
–b –c .565 .453 .546 
1/bc .502 .532 .502 
[M18] Odds ratio .443 .567 .456 

Table 9. AP performance of suggested LVCs’  
penalization terms and AMs.  

6 Conclusions 

We have conducted an analysis of the 82 AMs 
assembled in Pecina and Schlesinger (2006) for 
the tasks of English VPC and LVC extraction 
over the Wall Street Journal Penn Treebank data.  
In our work, we have observed that AMs can be 
divided into two classes: ones that do not use 
context (Class I) and ones that do (Class II), and 
find that the latter is not suitable for our VPC and 
LVC detection tasks as the size of our corpus is 
too small to rely on the frequency of candidates’ 
contexts. This phenomenon also revealed the 
inappropriateness of hypothesis tests for our 
detection task. We have also introduced the 
novel notion of rank equivalence to MWE 
detection, in which we show that complex AMs 
may be replaced by simpler AMs that yield the 
same average precision performance. 

We further observed that certain modifications 
to some AMs are necessary. First, in the context 
of ranking, we have proposed normalizing scores 
produced by MI and PMI in cases where the 
distributions of the two events are markedly 
different, as is the case for light verbs and 
particles. While our claims are limited to the 
datasets analyzed, they show clear 
improvements: normalized PMI produces better 
performance over our mixed MWE dataset, 
yielding an average precision of 58.8% 
compared to 51.5% when using standard PMI, a 
significant improvement as judged by paired T 
test.  Normalized MI also yields the best 
performance over our LVC dataset with a 
significantly improved AP of 58.3%. 

We also show that marginal frequencies can 
be used to form effective penalization terms. In 
particular, we find that (1 )b cα α× + − × is a good 
penalization term for VPCs, while (1 )b cα α− is 
suitable for LVCs. Our introduced alpha tuning 
parameter should be set to properly scale the 
values b and c, and should be optimized per 
MWE type. In cases where a common factor is 
applied to different MWE types, max(b, c) is a 
better choice than min(b, c).  In future work, we 
plan to expand our investigations over larger, 

web-based datasets of English, to verify the 
performance gains of our modified AMs. 
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Abstract 

Complex predicate is a noun, a verb, an ad-
jective or an adverb followed by a light verb 
that behaves as a single unit of verb. Com-
plex predicates (CPs) are abundantly used in 
Hindi and other languages of Indo Aryan 
family.  Detecting and interpreting CPs con-
stitute an important and somewhat a diffi-
cult task. The linguistic and statistical 
methods have yielded limited success in 
mining this data. In this paper, we present a 
simple method for detecting CPs of all kinds 
using a Hindi-English parallel corpus. A CP 
is hypothesized by detecting absence of the 
conventional meaning of the light verb in 
the aligned English sentence. This simple 
strategy exploits the fact that CP is a multi-
word expression with a meaning that is dis-
tinct from the meaning of the light verb. Al-
though there are several shortcomings in the 
methodology, this empirical method surpri-
singly yields mining of CPs with an average 
precision of 89% and a recall of 90%.   

1 Introduction 

Complex predicates (CPs) are abundantly used in 
Hindi and other languages of Indo-Aryan family 
and have been widely studied (Hook, 1974; Ab-
bi, 1992; Verma, 1993; Mohanan, 1994; Singh, 
1994; Butt, 1995; Butt and Geuder, 2001; Butt 
and Ramchand, 2001; Butt et al., 2003). A com-
plex predicate is a multi-word expression 
(MWE) where a noun, a verb or an adjective is 
followed by a light verb (LV) and the MWE be-
haves as a single unit of verb. The general theory 
of complex predicate is discussed in Alsina 
(1996).  These studies attempt to model the lin-
guistic facts of complex predicate formation and 
the associated semantic roles. 

CPs empower the language in its expressive-
ness but are hard to detect. Detection and inter-

pretation of CPs are important for several tasks 
of natural language processing tasks such as ma-
chine translation, information retrieval, summa-
rization etc. A mere listing of the CPs constitutes 
a valuable linguistic resource for lexicographers, 
wordnet designers (Chakrabarti et al., 2007) and 
other NLP system designers. Computational me-
thod using Hindi corpus has been used to mine 
CPs and categorize them based on statistical 
analysis (Sriram and Joshi, 2005) with limited 
success. Chakrabarti et al. (2008) present a me-
thod for automatic extraction of V+V CPs only 
from a corpus based on linguistic features. They 
report an accuracy of about 98%.  An attempt has 
also been made to use a parallel corpus for de-
tecting CPs using projection POS tags from Eng-
lish to Hindi (Soni, Mukerjee and Raina, 2006). 
It uses Giza++ word alignment tool to align the 
projected POS information. A success of 83% 
precision and 46% recall has been reported.  

In this paper, we present a simple strategy for 
mining of CPs in Hindi using projection of 
meaning of light verb in a parallel corpus. In the 
following section the nature of CP in Hindi is 
outlined and this is followed by system design, 
experimentation and results. 

2 Complex Predicates in Hindi   

A CP in Hindi is a syntactic construction consist-
ing of either  a verb, a noun, an adjective or an 
adverb as main predicator followed by a light 
verb (LV). Thus, a CP can be a noun+LV, an 
adjective+LV, a verb+LV or an adverb+LV. Fur-
ther, it is also possible that a CP is followed by a 
LV (CP+LV). The light verb carries the tense 
and agreement morphology.  In V+V CPs, the 
contribution of the light verb denotes aspectual 
terms such as continuity, perfectivity, inception, 
completion, or denotes an expression of forceful-
ness, suddenness, etc. (Singh, 1994; Butt, 1995). 
The CP in a sentence syntactically acts as a sin-
gle lexical unit of verb that has a meaning dis-
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tinct from that of the LV. CPs are also referred as 
the complex or compound verbs.   

Given below are some examples: 
 
(1): CP=noun+LV 
noun = ashirwad {blessings} 
LV = denaa {to give} 
usane mujhe ashirwad diyaa. 
उसने मुझ ेआश वाद दया 
{he     me   blessings  gave} 
he blessed me. 
 
(2) No CP 
usane mujhe ek pustak dii. 
उसने मुझ ेएक पु तक द  
{he    me  one  book  gave} 
he gave me a book. 
 
In (1), the light verb diyaa (gave) in its past tense 
form with the noun ashirwad (blessings) makes a 
complex predicate verb form ashirwad diyaa 
(blessed) in the past tense form.  The CP here is 
ashirwad denaa and its corresponding English 
translation is ‘to bless’. On the other hand in ex-
ample (2), the verb  dii (gave) is a simple verb in 
past tense form and is not a light verb. Although, 
same Hindi verb denaa (to give) is used in both 
the examples, it is a light verb in (1) and a main 
verb in (2). Whether it acts as a light verb or not, 
depends upon the semantics of the preceding 
noun. However, it is observed that the English 
meaning in case of the complex predicate is not 
derived from the individual meanings of the con-
stituent words. It is this observation that forms 
basis of our approach for mining of CPs. 
 
(3) CP=adjective+LV 
adjective=khush {happy} 
LV=karanaa {to do} 
usane mujhe khush kiyaa. 
उसने मुझ ेखुश कया 
{he   me  happy did} 
he pleased me. 
 
Here the Hindi verb kiyaa (did) is the past tense 
form of a light verb karanaa (to do) and the pre-
ceding word khush (happy) is an adjective. The 
CP here is khush karanaa (to please). 
 
(4) CP=verb+LV 
verb = paRhnaa {to read} 
LV = lenaa {to take} 
usane pustak paRh liyaa. 

उसने पु तक पढ़ लया 
{he    book  read took} 
he has read  the book. 
 
Here the Hindi verb liyaa (took) is the past tense 
form of the light verb lenaa (to take) and the pre-
ceding word paRh (read) is the verb paRhnaa (to 
read) in its stem form. The CP is paRh lenaa (to 
finish reading). In such cases the light verb acts 
as an aspectual /modal or as an intensifier.  
 
(5) CP=verb+LV 
verb = phaadanaa {to tear} 
LV = denaa {to give} 
usane pustak phaad diyaa. 
उसने पु तक फाड़ दया 
{he    book   tear  gave} 
he has torn  the book. 
 
Here the Hindi verb diyaa (gave) is the past tense 
form of the light verb denaa (to give) and the 
preceding word phaad (tear) is the stem form of 
the  verb phaadanaa (to tear) . The CP is phaad 
denaa (to cause and complete act of tearing).  
 
(6) CP=verb+LV 
verb = denaa {to give} 
LV = maaranaa{to hit/ to kill} 
usane pustak de maaraa. 
उसने पु तक दे मारा  
{he   book  give  hit} 
he threw the book. 
 
Here the Hindi verb maaraa (hit/killed) is the 
past tense form of the light verb maaranaa (to 
hit/ to kill) and the preceding word de (give) is a 
verb denaa (to give) in its stem form. The CP is 
de maranaa (to throw). The verb combination 
yields a new meaning. This may also be consi-
dered as a semi-idiomatic construct by some 
people. 
 
(7) CP=adverb+LV1+LV2 
adverb = vaapas{back} 
LV1 = karanaa{to do} 
LV2 = denaa{to give} 
or 
CP = CP+LV 
CP = vaapas karanaa{to return} 
LV = denaa{to give} 
usane pustak vaapas kar  diyaa. 
उसने पु तक वापस कर दया 
{he    book   back   do  gave} 
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he returned the book. 
 
Here there are two Hindi light verbs used. The 
verb kar (do) is the stem form of the light verb 
karanaa (to do) and the verb diyaa (gave) is the 
past tense form of the light verb denaa (to give). 
The preceding word vaapas (back) is an adverb. 
One way of interpretation is that the CP (a con-
junct verb) vaapas karanaa (to return) is fol-
lowed by another LV denaa (to give) signifying 
completion of the task. Another way of looking 
at it is to consider these as a combination of two 
CPs, vaapas karanaa (to return) and kar denaa 
(to complete the act). The semantic interpreta-
tions in the two cases remain the same. It may be 
noted that the word vaapas (return) is also a noun 
and in such a case the CP is a noun+LV. 
 

From all the above examples, the complexity 
of the task of mining the CPs is evident. Howev-
er, it is also observed that in the translated text, 
the meaning of the light verb does not appear in 
case of CPs. Our methodology for mining CPs is 
based on this observation and is outlined in the 
following section.  

3 System Design 

As outlined earlier, our method for detecting a 
CP is based on detecting a mismatch of the Hindi 
light verb meaning in the aligned English sen-
tence. The steps involved are as follows: 
1) Align the sentences of Hindi-English corpus; 
2) Create a list of Hindi light verbs and their 

common English meanings as a simple verb; 
(Table 1) 

3) For each Hindi light verb, generate all the 
morphological forms (Figure 1); 

4) For each English meaning of the light verb as 
given in table 1, generate all the morphologi-
cal forms (Figure 2); 

5) For each Hindi-English aligned sentence, 
execute the following steps: 
a) For each light verb of Hindi (table 1), 

execute the following steps:  
i) Search for a Hindi light verb (LV) 

and its morphological derivatives 
(figure 1) in the Hindi sentence and 
mark its position in the sentence (K); 

ii) If the LV or its morphological deriv-
ative is found, then search for the 
equivalent English meanings for any 
of the morphological forms (figure 
2) in the corresponding aligned Eng-
lish sentence; 

iii) If no match is found, then scan the 
words in the Hindi sentence to the 
left of the Kth position (as identified 
in step (i)); else if a match is found, 
then exit {i.e. go to step (a)}. 

iv) If the scanned word is a ‘stop word’ 
(figure 3), then ignore it and contin-
ue scanning; 

v) Stop the scan when it is not a ‘stop 
word’ and collect the Hindi word 
(W); 

vi) If W is an ‘exit word’ then exit {i.e. 
go to step (a)}, else the identified CP 
is W+LV. 

Hindi has a large number of light verbs. A list 
of some of the commonly used light verbs along 
with their common English meanings as a simple 
verb is given in table 1. The light verb kar (do) is 
the most frequently used light verb. Using its 
literal meaning as ‘do’, as a criterion for testing 
CP is quite misleading since ‘do’ in English is 
used in several other contexts. Such meanings 
have been shown within parentheses and are not 
used for matching.  
 

light verb base form root verb meaning 
baithanaa बैठना sit 

bananaa बनना make/become/build/construct/ 
manufacture/prepare 

banaanaa बनाना make/build/construct/manufact-
ure/ prepare 

denaa देना give  

lenaa लेना take 

paanaa पाना  obtain/get 

uthanaa 3ठना rise/ arise/ get-up  

uthaanaa 3ठाना raise/lift/ wake-up 

laganaa लगना feel/appear/ look /seem  

lagaanaa लगाना fix/install/ apply 

cukanaa चुकना  (finish)  

cukaanaa चुकाना pay 

karanaa करना  (do) 

honaa होना happen/become /be 

aanaa आना come 

jaanaa जाना go 

khaanaa खाना eat 

rakhanaa रखना keep / put 

maaranaa मारना kill/beat/hit 

daalanaa डालना put 

haankanaa हाँकना drive  

    
Table 1. Some of the common light verbs in Hindi 
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For each of the Hindi light verb, all morpho-
logical forms are generated. A few illustrations 
are given in figures 1(a) and 1(b). Similarly, for 
each of the English meaning of the light verb, all 
of its morphological derivatives are generated. 
Figure 2 shows a few illustrations of the same. 

There are a number of words that can appear 
in between the nominal and the light verb in a 
CP. These words are ignored in search for a CP 
and are treated as stop words. These are words 
that denote negation or are emphasizers, inten-
sifiers, interrogative pronoun or a particle. A list 
of stop words used in the experimentation is giv-
en in figure 3.   
 

 
 

Figure 1(a). Morphological derivatives of sample 
Hindi light verb ’jaanaa’  जाना {to go} 

 
 

Figure 1(b). Morphological derivatives of  
sample Hindi light verb ’lenaa’  लेना {to take}  

 

 
        

     Figure 2. Morphological derivatives of  
            sample English meanings  

 
We use a list of words of words that we have 

named as ‘exit words’ which cannot form part of 
a CP in Hindi. We have used Hindi case (vibhak-
ti) markers (also called parsarg), conjunctions 
and pronouns as the ‘exit words’ in our imple-
mentation. Figure 4 shows a partial list used. 
However, this list can be augmented based on 
analysis of errors in LV identification. It should 
be noted that we do not perform parts of speech 
(POS) tagging and so the nature of the word pre-
ceding the LV is unknown to the system. 

English word: sit 
Morphological derivations: 

  sit sits sat sitting   
English word: give 
Morphological derivations: 

  give gives gave given giving  
°°°°°

LV: jaanaa  जाना {to go} 
Morphological derivatives: 
jaa jaae jaao jaae.M jaauu.M  jaane jaanaa jaanii jaataa 
jaatii jaate jaanii.M jaatii.M jaaoge jaaogii gaii 
jaauu.MgA jaayegaa jaauu.Mgii jaayegii gaye gaii.M 
gayaa gayii jaaye.Mge jaaye.MgI jaakara  
जा (go: stem) जाए (go: imperative)  

जाओ (go: imperative) जाएं (go: imperative)  

जाऊँ (go: first-person) जाने (go: infinitive, oblique)  

जाना (go: infinitive, masculine, singular)  

जानी (go: infinitive, feminine, singular)  

जाता (go: indefinite, masculine, singular)  

जाती (go: indefinite, feminine, singular)  

जाते (go: indefinite, masculine, plural/oblique)  

जानीं (go: infinitive, feminine, plural)  

जातीं (go: indefinite, feminine, plural)  

जाओगे (go: future, masculine, singular)  

जाओगी (go: future, feminine, singular)  

गई (go: past, feminine, singular)  

जाऊँगा (go: future, masculine, first-person, singular) 

जायेगा (go: future, masculine, third-person, singular) 

जाऊँगी (go: future, feminine, first-person, singular) 

जायेगी (go: future, feminine, third-person, singular) 

गये (go: past, masculine, plural/oblique) 

गईं (go: past, feminine, plural)  

गया (go: past, masculine, singular)  

गयी (go: past, feminine, singular)  

जायगे (go: future, masculine,  plural)  

जायगी (go: future, feminine,  plural)  

जाकर (go: completion) 
°°°°°

LV: lenaa  लेना {to take} 
Morphological derivatives: 
le lii le.M lo letaa letii lete  lii.M luu.M legaa legii 
lene lenaa lenii liyaa le.Mge loge letii.M luu.Mgaa 
luu.Mgii lekara  
ले (take: stem)   ल  (take: past)  

ल (take: imperative) लो (take: imperative) 

लेता (take: indefinite, masculine, singular) 

लेती (take: indefinite, feminine, singular) 

लेते (take: indefinite, masculine, plural/oblique) 

ल ं(take:past,feminine,plural) लूँ(take: first-person) 

लेगा(take: future, masculine, third-person,singular) 

लेगी(take: future, feminine, third-person, singular) 

लेने (take: infinitive, oblique)   

लेना (take: infinitive, masculine, singular) 

लेनी (take: infinitive, feminine, singular) 

लया (take: past, masculine, singular) 

लगे (take: future, masculine,  plural) 

लोगे (take: future, masculine, singular) 

लेतीं (take: indefinite, feminine, plural) 

लूँगा (take: future, masculine,first-person,singular) 

लूँगी (take: future, feminine, first-person, singular) 

लेकर (take: completion)  
°°°°° 
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Figure 3. Stop words in Hindi used by the system 
 

 
 

Figure 4. A few exit words in Hindi used by the 
system 

The inner loop of the procedure identifies mul-
tiple CPs that may be present in a sentence. The 
outer loop is for mining the CPs in the entire 
corpus. The experimentation and results are dis-
cussed in the following section. 

4 Experimentation and Results  

The CP mining methodology outlined earlier has 
been implemented and tested over multiple files 
of EMILLE  (McEnery, Baker, Gaizauskas and 
Cunningham, 2000) English-Hindi parallel cor-
pus. A summary of the results obtained are given 
in table 2. As can be seen from this table, the 
precision obtained is 80% to 92% and the recall 
is between 89% to 100%. The F-measure is 88% 
to 97%. This is a remarkable and somewhat sur-
prising result from the simple methodology 
without much of linguistic or statistical analysis. 
This is much higher than what has been reported 
on the same corpus by Mukerjee et al, 2006 
(83% precision and 46% recall) who use projec-
tion of POS and word alignment for CP identifi-
cation. This is the only other work that uses a 
parallel corpus and covers all kinds of CPs. The 
results as reported by Chakrabarti et al. (2008) 
are only for V-V CPs. Moreover they do not re-
port the recall value. 
 
 File 

1 
File 
2 

File 
3 

File 
4 

File 
5 

File 
6 

No. of 
Sentences 

112 193 102 43 133 107 

Total no. of 
CP(N) 

200 298 150 46 188 151 

Correctly 
identified CP 
(TP) 

195 296 149 46 175 135 

V-V CP 56 63 9 6 15 20 

Incorrectly 
identified CP 
(FP) 

17 44 7 11 16 20 

Unidentified CP
(FN) 

5 2 1 0 13 16 

Accuracy % 
 

97.50 99.33 99.33 100,0 93.08 89.40

Precision  % 
(TP/  (TP+FP)) 

91.98 87.05 95.51 80.70 91.62 87.09

Recall % 
( TP / (TP+FN))

97.50 98.33 99.33 100.0 93.08 89.40

F-measure % 
( 2PR / ( P+R)) 

94.6 92.3 97.4 89.3 92.3 88.2 

 
Table 2. Results of the experimentation  

 

ने (ergative case marker), को (accusative 
case marker), का (possessive case marker), 
के (possessive case marker), की (possessive 
case marker), से (from/by/with), म (in/into), 
पर (on/but), और (and/ Hindi particle), तथा 
(and), या (or), ले कन (but), पर त ु (but), क 
(that/ Hindi particle), म (I), तुम (you), आप 
(you), वह (he/she), मेरा (my), मेर  (my), मेरे 
(my), तु हारा (your), तु हार  (your), तु हारे 
(your), उसका (his), उसकी (her), उसके 
(his/her), अपना (own), अपनी (own), अपने 
(own), उनके (their), मने (I ergative), तु हे (to 
you), आपको (to you), उसको (to him/her), 
उनको (to them), उ ह (to them), मुझको (to 
me), मझु े (to me), िजसका (whose), िजसकी 
(whose), िजसके (whose), िजनको (to whom), 
िजनके (to whom)  

नह ं (no/not),  
न (no/not /Hindi particle),  
भी (also /Hindi particle),  
ह (only /Hindi particle),  
तो (then /Hindi particle),  
य  (why),  
या (what /Hindi particle),  

कहा ँ(where /Hindi particle),  
कब (when),  
यहाँ (here),  
वहां (there),  
जहा ँ(where),  
पहले (before),  
बाद म (after),  
शु  म (beginning),  
आर भ म (beginning),  
अंत म (in the end),  
आ खर  म (in the end). 
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Given below are some sample outputs: 
 
(1) 
English sentence: 
I also enjoy working with the children's parents 
who often come to me for advice - it's good to 
know you can help. 
  
Aligned Hindi sentence: 
मुझे ब च  के माता - पताओ ं के साथ काम करना भी 
अ छा लगता है जो क अ सर सलाह लेने आते ह - यह 
जानकार खुशी होती है क आप कसी की मदद कर सकते 
ह | 
 
The CPs identified in the sentence:  
i. काम करना (to work), ii. अ छा लगना (to feel 
good: enjoy), iii. सलाह लेना (to seek advice), iv. 
खुशी होना (to feel happy: good), v. मदद करना (to 
help) 
 

Here the system identified 5 different CPs all 
of which are correct and no CP in the sentence 
has gone undetected. The POS projection and 
word alignment method (Mukerjee et al., 2006) 
would fail to identify  CPs सलाह लेना (to seek 
advice), and खुशी होना (to feel happy). 
 
(2) 
English sentence: 
Thousands of children are already benefiting 
from the input of people like you - people who 
care about children and their future, who have 
the commitment, energy and enthusiasm to be 
positive role models, and who value the opportu-
nity for a worthwhile career. 
 
Aligned Hindi sentence: 
आप जसेै लोग जो क ब च  और उनके भ व य के बारे म 
सोचते ह - इस समय भी हज़ार  ब च  को लाभ पहँुचा रहे 
ह |  अ छे आदश बनने के लए ऐसे लोग  म तब ता 
, उ सराह और लगन है और वे एक समथन - यो य 
यवसाय की क  करते ह | 

 
The CPs identified in the sentence: 
i. आदश बनना (to be role model), ii. क  करना (to 
respect)  
 

Here also the two CPs identified are correct. 
    
It is obvious that this empirical method of 

mining CPs will fail whenever the Hindi light 
verb maps on to its core meaning in English. It 

may also produce garbage as POS of the preced-
ing word is not being checked. However, the 
mining success rate obtained speaks of these be-
ing in small numbers in practice.  Use of the 
‘stop words’ in allowing the intervening words 
within the CPs helps a lot in improving the per-
formance. Similarly, use of the ‘exit words’ 
avoid a lot of incorrect identification.   

5 Conclusions 

The simple empirical method for mining CPs 
outlined in this work, yields an average 89% of 
precision and 90% recall which is better than the 
results reported so far in the literature. The major 
drawback is that we have to generate a list of all 
possible light verbs. This list appears to be very 
large for Hindi. Since no POS tagging or statis-
tical analysis is performed, the identified CPs are 
merely a list of mined CPs in Hindi with no lin-
guistic categorization or analysis. However, this 
list of mined CPs is valuable to the lexicograph-
ers and other language technology developers. 
This list can also be used for word alignment 
tools where the identified components of CPs are 
grouped together before the word alignment 
process. This will increase both the alignment 
accuracy and the speed. 

The methodology presented in this work is 
equally applicable to all other languages within 
the Indo-Aryan family. 
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Abstract

Multiword expressions (MWEs) have
been proved useful for many natural lan-
guage processing tasks. However, how to
use them to improve performance of statis-
tical machine translation (SMT) is not well
studied. This paper presents a simple yet
effective strategy to extract domain bilin-
gual multiword expressions. In addition,
we implement three methods to integrate
bilingual MWEs to Moses, the state-of-
the-art phrase-based machine translation
system. Experiments show that bilingual
MWEs could improve translation perfor-
mance significantly.

1 Introduction

Phrase-based machine translation model has been
proved a great improvement over the initial word-
based approaches (Brown et al., 1993). Recent
syntax-based models perform even better than
phrase-based models. However, when syntax-
based models are applied to new domain with few
syntax-annotated corpus, the translation perfor-
mance would decrease. To utilize the robustness
of phrases and make up the lack of syntax or se-
mantic information in phrase-based model for do-
main translation, we study domain bilingual mul-
tiword expressions and integrate them to the exist-
ing phrase-based model.

A multiword expression (MWE)can be consid-
ered as word sequence with relatively fixed struc-
ture representing special meanings. There is no
uniform definition of MWE, and many researchers
give different properties of MWE. Sag et al. (2002)
roughly defined MWE as “idiosyncratic interpre-
tations that cross word boundaries (or spaces)”.
Cruys and Moirón (2007) focused on the non-
compositional property of MWE, i.e. the property
that whole expression cannot be derived from their

component words. Stanford university launched
a MWE project1, in which different qualities of
MWE were presented. Forbilingual multiword
expression (BiMWE), we define a bilingual phrase
as a bilingual MWE if (1) the source phrase is a
MWE in source language; (2) the source phrase
and the target phrase must be translated to each
other exactly, i.e. there is no additional (boundary)
word in target phrase which cannot find the corre-
sponding word in source phrase, and vice versa.
In recent years, many useful methods have been
proposed to extract MWEs or BiMWEs automati-
cally (Piao et al., 2005; Bannard, 2007; Fazly and
Stevenson, 2006). Since MWE usually constrains
possible senses of a polysemous word in context,
they can be used in many NLP applications such
as information retrieval, question answering, word
sense disambiguation and so on.

For machine translation, Piao et al. (2005) have
noted that the issue of MWE identification and
accurate interpretation from source to target lan-
guage remained an unsolved problem for existing
MT systems. This problem is more severe when
MT systems are used to translate domain-specific
texts, since they may include technical terminol-
ogy as well as more general fixed expressions and
idioms. Although some MT systems may employ
a machine-readable bilingual dictionary of MWE,
it is time-consuming and inefficient to obtain this
resource manually. Therefore, some researchers
have tried to use automatically extracted bilingual
MWEs in SMT. Tanaka and Baldwin (2003) de-
scribed an approach of noun-noun compound ma-
chine translation, but no significant comparison
was presented. Lambert and Banchs (2005) pre-
sented a method in which bilingual MWEs were
used to modify the word alignment so as to im-
prove the SMT quality. In their work, a bilin-
gual MWE in training corpus was grouped as

1http://mwe.stanford.edu/
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one unique token before training alignment mod-
els. They reported that both alignment quality
and translation accuracy were improved on a small
corpus. However, in their further study, they re-
ported even lower BLEU scores after grouping
MWEs according to part-of-speech on a large cor-
pus (Lambert and Banchs, 2006). Nonetheless,
since MWE represents liguistic knowledge, the
role and usefulness of MWE in full-scale SMT
is intuitively positive. The difficulty lies in how
to integrate bilingual MWEs into existing SMT
system to improve SMT performance, especially
when translating domain texts.

In this paper, we implement three methods that
integrate domain bilingual MWEs into a phrase-
based SMT system, and show that these ap-
proaches improve translation quality significantly.
The main difference between our methods and
Lambert and Banchs’ work is that we directly aim
at improving the SMT performance rather than im-
proving the word alignment quality. In detail, dif-
ferences are listed as follows:

• Instead of using the bilingual n-gram trans-
lation model, we choose the phrase-based
SMT system, Moses2, which achieves sig-
nificantly better translation performance than
many other SMT systems and is a state-of-
the-art SMT system.

• Instead of improving translation indirectly
by improving the word alignment quality,
we directly target at the quality of transla-
tion. Some researchers have argued that large
gains of alignment performance under many
metrics only led to small gains in translation
performance (Ayan and Dorr, 2006; Fraser
and Marcu, 2007).

Besides the above differences, there are some
advantages of our approaches:

• In our method, automatically extracted
MWEs are used as additional resources rather
than as phrase-table filter. Since bilingual
MWEs are extracted according to noisy au-
tomatic word alignment, errors in word align-
ment would further propagate to the SMT and
hurt SMT performance.

• We conduct experiments on domain-specific
corpus. For one thing, domain-specific

2http://www.statmt.org/moses/

corpus potentially includes a large number
of technical terminologies as well as more
general fixed expressions and idioms, i.e.
domain-specific corpus has high MWE cov-
erage. For another, after the investigation,
current SMT system could not effectively
deal with these domain-specific MWEs es-
pecially for Chinese, since these MWEs are
more flexible and concise. Take the Chi-
nese term “̂ j Ñ (” for example. The
meaning of this term is “soften hard mass
and dispel pathogenic accumulation”. Ev-
ery word of this term represents a special
meaning and cannot be understood literally
or without this context. These terms are dif-
ficult to be translated even for humans, let
alone machine translation. So, treating these
terms as MWEs and applying them in SMT
system have practical significance.

• In our approach, no additional corpus is intro-
duced. We attempt to extract useful MWEs
from the training corpus and adopt suitable
methods to apply them. Thus, it benefits
for the full exploitation of available resources
without increasing great time and space com-
plexities of SMT system.

The remainder of the paper is organized as fol-
lows. Section 2 describes the bilingual MWE ex-
traction technique. Section 3 proposes three meth-
ods to apply bilingual MWEs in SMT system.
Section 4 presents the experimental results. Sec-
tion 5 draws conclusions and describes the future
work. Since this paper mainly focuses on the ap-
plication of BiMWE in SMT, we only give a brief
introduction on monolingual and bilingual MWE
extraction.

2 Bilingual Multiword Expression
Extraction

In this section we describe our approach of bilin-
gual MWE extraction. In the first step, we obtain
monolingual MWEs from the Chinese part of par-
allel corpus. After that, we look for the translation
of the extracted MWEs from parallel corpus.

2.1 Automatic Extraction of MWEs

In the past two decades, many different ap-
proaches on automatic MWE identification were
reported. In general, those approaches can be
classified into three main trends: (1) statisti-
cal approaches (Pantel and Lin, 2001; Piao et
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al., 2005), (2) syntactic approaches (Fazly and
Stevenson, 2006; Bannard, 2007), and (3) seman-
tic approaches (Baldwin et al., 2003; Cruys and
Moirón, 2007). Syntax-based and semantic-based
methods achieve high precision, but syntax or se-
mantic analysis has to be introduced as preparing
step, so it is difficult to apply them to domains with
few syntactical or semantic annotation. Statistical
approaches only consider frequency information,
so they can be used to obtain MWEs from bilin-
gual corpora without deeper syntactic or semantic
analysis. Most statistical measures only take two
words into account, so it not easy to extract MWEs
containing three or more than three words.

Log Likelihood Ratio (LLR)has been proved a
good statistical measurement of the association of
two random variables (Chang et al., 2002). We
adopt the idea of statistical approaches, and pro-
pose a new algorithm named LLR-based Hierar-
chical Reducing Algorithm (HRA for short) to ex-
tract MWEs with arbitrary lengths. To illustrate
our algorithm, firstly we define some useful items.
In the following definitions, we assume the given
sentence is “A B C D E”.

Definition 1 Unit: A unit is any sub-string of the
given sentence. For example, “A B”, “ C”, “ C D E”
are all units, but “A B D” is not a unit.

Definition 2 List: A list is an ordered sequence of
units which exactly cover the given sentence. For
example,{“A”,“ B C D”,“ E”} forms a list.

Definition 3 Score: The score function only de-
fines on two adjacent units and return the LLR
between the last word of first unit and the first
word of the second unit3. For example, the score
of adjacent unit “B C” and “D E” is defined as
LLR(“ C”,“ D”).

Definition 4 Select: The selecting operator is to
find the two adjacent units with maximum score
in a list.

Definition 5 Reduce:The reducing operator is to
remove two specific adjacent units, concatenate
them, and put back the result unit to the removed
position. For example, if we want to reduce unit
“B C” and unit “D” in list {“A”,“ B C”,“ D”,“ E”},
we will get the list{“A”,“ B C D”,“ E”}.

Initially, every word in the sentence is consid-
ered as one unit and all these units form a initial
list L. If the sentence is of lengthN , then the

3we use a stoplist to eliminate the units containing func-
tion words by setting their score to 0

list containsN units, of course. The final set of
MWEs,S, is initialized to empty set. After initial-
ization, the algorithm will enter an iterating loop
with two steps: (1) select the two adjacent units
with maximum score inL, namingU1 andU2; and
(2) reduceU1 andU2 in L, and insert the reducing
result into the final setS. Our algorithm termi-
nates on two conditions: (1) if the maximum score
after selection is less than a given threshold; or (2)
if L contains only one unit.

c1(�£ p É� w � �è �)

c1(�£ p É� w �)

c1(�£ p É� w)

c1(�£)

c2(p É� w)

c2(p É�)

c2(p) c3(É�) c4(w) c5(�)

c6(�è �)

c6(�è) c7(�)

�£ p É� w � �è �147.1 6755.2 1059.6 0 0 809.6

Figure 1: Example of Hierarchical Reducing Al-
gorithm

Let us make the algorithm clearer with an ex-
ample. Assume the threshold of score is 20, the
given sentence is “�£ p É� w � �è �”4.
Figure 1 shows the hierarchical structure of given
sentence (based on LLR of adjacent words). In
this example, four MWEs (“p É�”, “ p É�

w”, “ �è �”, “ �£ p É� w”) are extracted
in the order, and sub-strings over dotted line in fig-
ure 1 are not extracted.

From the above example, we can see that the
extracted MWEs correspond to human intuition.
In general, the basic idea of HRA is to reflect
the hierarchical structure pattern of natural lan-
guage. Furthermore, in the HRA, MWEs are mea-
sured with the minimum LLR of adjacent words
in them, which gives lexical confidence of ex-
tracted MWEs. Finally, suppose given sentence
has lengthN , HRA would definitely terminate
within N − 1 iterations, which is very efficient.

However, HRA has a problem that it would ex-
tract substrings before extracting the whole string,
even if the substrings only appear in the particu-
lar whole string, which we consider useless. To
solve this problem, we use contextual features,

4The whole sentence means “healthy tea for preventing
hyperlipidemia”, and we give the meaning for each Chi-
nese word:�£(preventing),p(hyper-),É�(-lipid-), w(-
emia),�(for), �è(healthy),�(tea).
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contextual entropy (Luo and Sun, 2003) and C-
value (Frantzi and Ananiadou, 1996), to filter out
those substrings which exist only in few MWEs.

2.2 Automatic Extraction of MWE’s
Translation

In subsection 2.1, we described the algorithm to
obtain MWEs, and we would like to introduce the
procedure to find their translations from parallel
corpus in this subsection.

For mining the English translations of Chinese
MWEs, we first obtain the candidate translations
of a given MWE from the parallel corpus. Steps
are listed as follows:

1. Run GIZA++5 to align words in the training
parallel corpus.

2. For a given MWE, find the bilingual sentence
pairs where the source language sentences in-
clude the MWE.

3. Extract the candidate translations of the
MWE from the above sentence pairs accord-
ing to the algorithm described by Och (2002).

After the above procedure, we have already
extracted all possible candidate translations of a
given MWE. The next step is to distinguish right
candidates from wrong candidates. We construct
perceptron-based classification model (Collins,
2002) to solve the problem. We design two
groups of features: translation features, which
describe the mutual translating chance between
source phrase and target phrase, and the language
features, which refer to how well a candidate
is a reasonable translation. The translation fea-
tures include: (1) the logarithm of source-target
translation probability; (2) the logarithm of target-
source translation probability; (3) the logarithm
of source-target lexical weighting; (4) the loga-
rithm of target-source lexical weighting; and (5)
the logarithm of the phrase pair’s LLR (Dunning,
1993). The first four features are exactly the same
as the four translation probabilities used in tradi-
tional phrase-based system (Koehn et al., 2003).
The language features include: (1) the left entropy
of the target phrase (Luo and Sun, 2003); (2) the
right entropy of the target phrase; (3) the first word
of the target phrase; (4) the last word of the target
phrase; and (5) all words in the target phrase.

5http://www.fjoch.com/GIZA++.html

We select and annotate 33000 phrase pairs ran-
domly, of which 30000 pairs are used as training
set and 3000 pairs are used as test set. We use the
perceptron training algorithm to train the model.
As the experiments reveal, the classification preci-
sion of this model is 91.67%.

3 Application of Bilingual MWEs

Intuitively, bilingual MWE is useful to improve
the performance of SMT. However, as we de-
scribed in section 1, it still needs further research
on how to integrate bilingual MWEs into SMT
system. In this section, we propose three methods
to utilize bilingual MWEs, and we will compare
their performance in section 4.

3.1 Model Retraining with Bilingual MWEs

Bilingual phrase table is very important for
phrase-based MT system. However, due to the er-
rors in automatic word alignment and unaligned
word extension in phrase extraction (Och, 2002),
many meaningless phrases would be extracted,
which results in inaccuracy of phrase probability
estimation. To alleviate this problem, we take the
automatically extracted bilingual MWEs as paral-
lel sentence pairs, add them into the training cor-
pus, and retrain the model using GIZA++. By
increasing the occurrences of bilingual MWEs,
which are good phrases, we expect that the align-
ment would be modified and the probability es-
timation would be more reasonable. Wu et al.
(2008) also used this method to perform domain
adaption for SMT. Different from their approach,
in which bilingual MWEs are extracted from ad-
ditional corpus, we extract bilingual MWEs from
the original training set. The fact that additional
resources can improve the domain-specific SMT
performance was proved by many researchers
(Wu et al., 2008; Eck et al., 2004). However,
our method shows that making better use of the
resources in hand could also enhance the quality
of SMT system. We use “Baseline+BiMWE” to
represent this method.

3.2 New Feature for Bilingual MWEs

Lopez and Resnik (2006) once pointed out that
better feature mining can lead to substantial gain
in translation quality. Inspired by this idea, we
append one feature into bilingual phrase table to
indicate that whether a bilingual phrase contains
bilingual MWEs. In other words, if the source lan-
guage phrase contains a MWE (as substring) and
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the target language phrase contains the translation
of the MWE (as substring), the feature value is 1,
otherwise the feature value is set to 0. Due to the
high reliability of bilingual MWEs, we expect that
this feature could help SMT system to select bet-
ter and reasonable phrase pairs during translation.
We use “Baseline+Feat” to represent this method.

3.3 Additional Phrase Table of bilingual
MWEs

Wu et al. (2008) proposed a method to construct a
phrase table by a manually-made translation dic-
tionary. Instead of manually constructing transla-
tion dictionary, we construct an additional phrase
table containing automatically extracted bilingual
MWEs. As to probability assignment, we just as-
sign 1 to the four translation probabilities for sim-
plicity. Since Moses supports multiple bilingual
phrase tables, we combine the original phrase ta-
ble and new constructed bilingual MWE table. For
each phrase in input sentence during translation,
the decoder would search all candidate transla-
tion phrases in both phrase tables. We use “Base-
line+NewBP” to represent this method.

4 Experiments

4.1 Data

We run experiments on two domain-specific patent
corpora: one is for traditional medicine domain,
and the other is for chemical industry domain. Our
translation tasks are Chinese-to-English.

In the traditional medicine domain, table 1
shows the data statistics. For language model, we
use SRI Language Modeling Toolkit6 to train a tri-
gram model with modified Kneser-Ney smoothing
(Chen and Goodman, 1998) on the target side of
training corpus. Using our bilingual MWE ex-
tracting algorithm, 80287 bilingual MWEs are ex-
tracted from the training set.

Chinese English
Training Sentences 120,355

Words 4,688,873 4,737,843
Dev Sentences 1,000

Words 31,722 32,390
Test Sentences 1,000

Words 41,643 40,551

Table 1: Traditional medicine corpus

6http://www.speech.sri.com/projects/srilm/

In the chemical industry domain, table 2 gives
the detail information of the data. In this experi-
ment, 59466 bilingual MWEs are extracted.

Chinese English
Training Sentences 120,856

Words 4,532,503 4,311,682
Dev Sentences 1,099

Words 42,122 40,521
Test Sentences 1,099

Words 41,069 39,210

Table 2: Chemical industry corpus

We test translation quality on test set and use the
open source tool mteval-vllb.pl7 to calculate case-
sensitive BLEU 4 score (Papineni et al., 2002) as
our evaluation criteria. For this evaluation, there is
only one reference per test sentence. We also per-
form statistical significant test between two trans-
lation results (Collins et al., 2005). The mean of
all scores and relative standard deviation are calcu-
lated with a 99% confidence interval of the mean.

4.2 MT Systems

We use the state-of-the-art phrase-based SMT sys-
tem, Moses, as our baseline system. The features
used in baseline system include: (1) four transla-
tion probability features; (2) one language model
feature; (3) distance-based and lexicalized distor-
tion model feature; (4) word penalty; (5) phrase
penalty. For “Baseline+BiMWE” method, bilin-
gual MWEs are added into training corpus, as a
result, new alignment and new phrase table are
obtained. For “Baseline+Feat” method, one ad-
ditional 0/1 feature are introduced to each entry in
phrase table. For “Baseline+NewBP”, additional
phrase table constructed by bilingual MWEs is
used.

Features are combined in the log-linear model.
To obtain the best translation̂e of the source sen-
tencef , log-linear model uses following equation:

ê = arg max
e

p(e|f)

= arg max
e

M∑

m=1

λmhm(e, f) (1)

in which hm andλm denote themth feature and
weight. The weights are automatically turned by
minimum error rate training (Och, 2002) on devel-
opment set.

7http://www.nist.gov/speech/tests/mt/resources/scoring.htm
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4.3 Results

Methods BLEU
Baseline 0.2658
Baseline+BiMWE 0.2661
Baseline+Feat 0.2675
Baseline+NewBP 0.2719

Table 3: Translation results of using bilingual
MWEs in traditional medicine domain

Table 3 gives our experiment results. From
this table, we can see that, bilingual MWEs
improve translation quality in all cases. The
Baseline+NewBP method achieves the most im-
provement of 0.61% BLEU score compared
with the baseline system. The Baseline+Feat
method comes next with 0.17% BLEU score im-
provement. And the Baseline+BiMWE achieves
slightly higher translation quality than the baseline
system.

To our disappointment, however, none of these
improvements are statistical significant. We
manually examine the extracted bilingual MWEs
which are labeled positive by perceptron algorithm
and find that although the classification precision
is high (91.67%), the proportion of positive exam-
ple is relatively lower (76.69%). The low positive
proportion means that many negative instances
have been wrongly classified to positive, which in-
troduce noises. To remove noisy bilingual MWEs,
we use the length ratiox of the source phrase over
the target phrase to rank the bilingual MWEs la-
beled positive. Assumex follows Gaussian distri-
butions, then the ranking score of phrase pair(s, t)
is defined as the following formula:

Score(s, t) = log(LLR(s, t))× 1√
2πσ

×e
−

(x−µ)2

2σ2

(2)
Here the meanµ and varianceσ2 are estimated
from the training set. After ranking by score, we
select the top 50000, 60000 and 70000 bilingual
MWEs to perform the three methods mentioned in
section 3. The results are showed in table 4.

From this table, we can conclude that: (1) All
the three methods on all settings improve BLEU
score; (2) Except the Baseline+BiMWE method,
the other two methods obtain significant improve-
ment of BLEU score (0.2728, 0.2734, 0.2724)
over baseline system (0.2658); (3) When the scale
of bilingual MWEs is relatively small (50000,
60000), the Baseline+Feat method performs better

Methods 50000 60000 70000
Baseline 0.2658
Baseline+BiMWE 0.2671 0.2686 0.2715
Baseline+Feat 0.2728 0.2734 0.2712
Baseline+NewBP 0.2662 0.2706 0.2724

Table 4: Translation results of using bilingual
MWEs in traditional medicine domain

than others; (4) As the number of bilingual MWEs
increasing, the Baseline+NewBP method outper-
forms the Baseline+Feat method; (5) Comparing
table 4 and 3, we can see it is not true that the
more bilingual MWEs, the better performance of
phrase-based SMT. This conclusion is the same as
(Lambert and Banchs, 2005).

To verify the assumption that bilingual MWEs
do indeed improve the SMT performance not only
on particular domain, we also perform some ex-
periments on chemical industry domain. Table 5
shows the results. From this table, we can see that
these three methods can improve the translation
performance on chemical industry domain as well
as on the traditional medicine domain.

Methods BLEU
Baseline 0.1882
Baseline+BiMWE 0.1928
Baseline+Feat 0.1917
Baseline+Newbp 0.1914

Table 5: Translation results of using bilingual
MWEs in chemical industry domain

4.4 Discussion

In order to know in what respects our methods im-
prove performance of translation, we manually an-
alyze some test sentences and gives some exam-
ples in this subsection.

(1) For the first example in table 6, “Ï ó”
is aligned to other words and not correctly trans-
lated in baseline system, while it is aligned to cor-
rect target phrase “dredging meridians” in Base-
line+BiMWE, since the bilingual MWE (“Ï ó”,
“dredging meridians”) has been added into train-
ing corpus and then aligned by GIZA++.

(2) For the second example in table 6, “�

�” has two candidate translation in phrase table:
“ tea” and “medicated tea”. The baseline system
chooses the “tea” as the translation of “� �”,
while the Baseline+Feat system chooses the “med-
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Ref the obtained product is effective in tonifying blood , expelling cold ,dredging meridians
, promoting production of body fluid , promoting urination , and tranquilizing mind ;
and can be used for supplementing nutrition and protecting health .

Baseline the food has effects in tonifying blood , dispelling cold ,promoting salivation and water
, and tranquilizing , and tonic effects , and making nutritious health .

+Bimwe the food has effects in tonifying blood , dispelling cold ,dredging meridians , promoting
salivation , promoting urination , and tranquilizing tonic , nutritious pulverizing .

Src � � �¤ ¡J ! �J ! ÑJ ! � � ! 5�J "

Ref the product can also be made into tablet , pill , powder ,medicated tea, or injection .
Baseline may also be made into tablet , pill , powder ,tea , or injection .
+Feat may also be made into tablet , pill , powder ,medicated tea, or injection .

Table 6: Translation example

icated tea” because the additional feature gives
high probability of the correct translation “medi-
cated tea”.

5 Conclusion and Future Works

This paper presents the LLR-based hierarchical
reducing algorithm to automatically extract bilin-
gual MWEs and investigates the performance of
three different application strategies in applying
bilingual MWEs for SMT system. The translation
results show that using an additional feature to rep-
resent whether a bilingual phrase contains bilin-
gual MWEs performs the best in most cases. The
other two strategies can also improve the quality
of SMT system, although not as much as the first
one. These results are encouraging and motivated
to do further research in this area.

The strategies of bilingual MWE application is
roughly simply and coarse in this paper. Com-
plicated approaches should be taken into account
during applying bilingual MWEs. For example,
we may consider other features of the bilingual
MWEs and examine their effect on the SMT per-
formance. Besides application in phrase-based
SMT system, bilingual MWEs may also be inte-
grated into other MT models such as hierarchical
phrase-based models or syntax-based translation
models. We will do further studies on improving
statistical machine translation using domain bilin-
gual MWEs.
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Abstract

This paper proposes Japanese bottom-up
named entity recognition using a two-
stage machine learning method. Most
work has formalized Named Entity Recog-
nition as a sequential labeling problem, in
which only local information is utilized
for the label estimation, and thus a long
named entity consisting of several mor-
phemes tends to be wrongly recognized.
Our proposed method regards a compound
noun (chunk) as a labeling unit, and first
estimates the labels of all the chunks in
a phrasal unit (bunsetsu) using a machine
learning method. Then, the best label as-
signment in the bunsetsu is determined
from bottom up as the CKY parsing al-
gorithm using a machine learning method.
We conducted an experimental on CRL
NE data, and achieved an F measure of
89.79, which is higher than previous work.

1 Introduction

Named Entity Recognition (NER) is a task of rec-
ognizing named entities such as person names,
organization names, and location. It is used for
several NLP applications such as Information Ex-
traction (IE) and Question Answering (QA). Most
work uses machine learning methods such as Sup-
port Vector Machines (SVMs) (Vapnik, 1995) and
Conditional Random Field (CRF) (Lafferty et al.,
2001) using a hand-annotated corpus (Krishnan
and D.Manning, 2006; Kazama and Torisawa,
2008; Sasano and Kurohashi, 2008; Fukushima et
al., 2008; Nakano and Hirai, 2004; Masayuki and
Matsumoto, 2003).

In general, NER is formalized as a sequential
labeling problem. For example, regarding a mor-
pheme as a basic unit, it is first labeled as S-
PERSON, B-PERSON, I-PERSON, E-PERSON,

S-ORGANIZATION, etc. Then, considering the
labeling results of morphemes, the best NE label
sequence is recognized.

When the label of each morpheme is estimated,
only local information around the morpheme (e.g.,
the morpheme, the two preceding morphemes, and
the two following morphemes) is utilized. There-
fore, a long named entity consisting of several
morphemes tends to be wrongly recognized. Let
us consider the example sentences shown in Fig-
ure 1.

In sentence (1), the label of “Kazama” can be
recognized to be S-PERSON (PERSON consist-
ing of one morpheme) by utilizing the surrounding
information such as the suffix “san” (Mr.) and the
verb “kikoku shita” (return home).

On the other hand, in sentence (2), when the
label of “shinyou” (credit) is recognized to be
B-ORGANIZATION (the beginning of ORGA-
NIZATION), only information from “hatsudou”
(invoke) to “kyusai” (relief) can be utilized, and
thus the information of the morpheme “ginkou”
(bank) that is apart from “shinyou” by three mor-
phemes cannot be utilized. To cope with this prob-
lem, Nakano et al. (Nakano and Hirai, 2004) and
Sasano et al. (Sasano and Kurohashi, 2008) uti-
lized information of the head of bunsetsu1. In their
methods, when the label of “shinyou” is recog-
nized, the information of the morpheme “ginkou”
can be utilized.

However, these methods do not work when the
morpheme that we want to refer to is not a head
of bunsetsu as in sentence (3). In this example,
when “gaikoku” (foreign) is recognized to be B-
ARTIFACT (the beginning of ARTIFACT), we
want to refer to “hou” (law), not “ihan” (viola-
tion), which is the head of the bunsetsu.

This paper proposes Japanese bottom-up named
1Bunsetsu is the smallest coherent phrasal unit in

Japanese. It consists of one or more content words followed
by zero or more function words.
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(1) kikoku-shita
return home

Kazama-san-wa
Mr.Kazama TOP

. . .

’Mr. Kazama who returned home’

(2) hatsudou-shita
invoke

shinyou-kumiai-kyusai-ginkou-no
credit union relief bank GEN

setsuritsu-mo. . .
establishment

’the establishment of the invoking credit union relief bank’

(3) shibunsyo-gizou-to
private document falsification and

gaikoku-jin-touroku-hou-ihan-no
foreigner registration law violation GEN

utagai-de
suspicion INS

’on suspicion of the private document falsification and the violation of the foreigner registra-
tion law’

Figure 1: Example sentences.

entity recognition using a two-stage machine
learning method. Different from previous work,
this method regards a compound noun as a la-
beling unit (we call it chunk, hereafter), and es-
timates the labels of all the chunks in the bun-
setsu using a machine learning method. In sen-
tence (3), all the chunks in the second bunsetsu
(i.e., “gaikoku”, “gaikoku-jin”, · · ·, “gaikoku-jin-
touroku-hou-ihan ”, · · ·, “ihan”) are labeled, and
in the case that the chunk “gaikoku-jin-touroku-
hou” is labeled, the information about “hou” (law)
is utilized in a natural manner. Then, in the bun-
setsu, the best label assignment is determined. For
example, among the combination of “gaikoku-jin-
touroku-hou” (ARTIFACT) and “ihan” (OTHER),
the combination of “gaikoku-jin” (PERSON) and
“touroku-hou-ihan” (OTHER), etc., the best la-
bel assignment, “gaikoku-jin-touroku-hou” (AR-
TIFACT) and “ihan” (OTHER), is chosen based
on a machine learning method. In this determi-
nation of the best label assignment, as the CKY
parsing algorithm, the label assignment is deter-
mined by bottom-up dynamic programming. We
conducted an experimental on CRL NE data, and
achieved an F measure of 89.79, which is higher
than previous work.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 re-
views related work of NER, especially focusing on
sequential labeling based method. Section 3 de-
scribes an overview of our proposed method. Sec-
tion 4 presents two machine learning models, and
Section 5 describes an analysis algorithm. Section
6 gives an experimental result.

2 Related Work

In Japanese Named Entity Recognition, the defi-
nition of Named Entity in IREX Workshop (IREX

class example
PERSON Kimura Syonosuke
LOCATION Taiheiyou (Pacific Ocean)
ORGANIZATION Jimin-tou (Liberal Democratic

Party)
ARTIFACT PL-houan (PL bill)
DATE 21-seiki (21 century)
TIME gozen-7-ji (7 a.m.)
MONEY 500-oku-en (50 billions yen)
PERCENT 20 percent

Table 1: NE classes and their examples.

Committee, 1999) is usually used. In this def-
inition, NEs are classified into eight classes:
PERSON, LOCATION, ORGANIZATION, AR-
TIFACT, DATE, TIME, MONEY, and PERCENT.
Table 1 shows example instances of each class.

NER methods are divided into two approaches:
rule-based approach and machine learning ap-
proach. According to previous work, machine
learning approach achieved better performance
than rule-based approach.

In general, a machine learning method is for-
malized as a sequential labeling problem. This
problem is first assigning each token (character or
morpheme) to several labels. In an SE-algorithm
(Sekine et al., 1998), S is assigned to NE com-
posed of one morpheme, B, I, E is assigned to the
beginning, middle, end of NE, respectively, and O
is assigned to the morpheme that is not an NE2.
The labels S, B, I, and E are prepared for each NE
classes, and thus the total number of labels is 33
(= 8 * 4 + 1).

The model for the label estimation is learned
based on machine learning. The following fea-
tures are generally utilized: characters, type of

2Besides, there are IOB1, IOB2 algorithm using only
I,O,B and IOE1, IOE2 algorithm using only I,O,E (Kim and
Veenstra, 1999).
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Habu
PERSON 
0.111

Habu-Yoshiharu
PERSON 
0.438

Habu-Yoshiharu-
Meijin
ORGANIZATION
0.083

Yoshiharu Yoshiharu-Meijin
MONEY
0.075

OTHERe
0.092

Meijin
OTHERe
0.245

(a):initial state

Habu
PERSON 
0.111

Habu-Yoshiharu
PERSON 
0.438

Habu-Yoshiharu + 
Meijin
PSN+OTHERe
0.438+0.245

Yoshiharu Yoshiharu + Meijin

final outputanalysis direction

MONEY
0.075

MNY+OTHERe
0.075+0.245

Meijin
OTHERe
0.245

(b):final output

Figure 2: An overview of our proposed method. (the bunsetsu “Habu-Yoshiharu-Meijin”)

character, POS, etc. about the morpheme and the
surrounding two morphemes. The methods utiliz-
ing SVM or CRF are proposed.

Most of NER methods based on sequential la-
beling use only local information. Therefore,
methods utilizing global information are pro-
posed. Nakano et al. utilized as a feature the word
sub class of NE on the analyzing direction in the
bunsetsu, the noun in the end of the bunsetsu ad-
jacent to the analyzing direction, and the head of
each bunsetsu (Nakano and Hirai, 2004). Sasano
et al. utilized cache feature, coreference result,
syntactic feature, and caseframe feature as struc-
tural features (Sasano and Kurohashi, 2008).

Some work acquired knowledge from unan-
notated large corpus, and applied it to NER.
Kazama et al. utilized a Named Entity dic-
tionary constructed from Wikipedia and a noun
clustering result obtained using huge amount of
pairs of dependency relations (Kazama and Tori-
sawa, 2008). Fukushima et al. acquired huge
amount of category-instance pairs (e.g., “po-
litical party - New party DAICHI”,“company-
TOYOTA”) by some patterns from a large Web
corpus (Fukushima et al., 2008).

In Japanese NER researches, CRL NE data are
usually utilized for the evaluation. This data in-
cludes approximately 10 thousands sentences in
news paper articles, in which approximately 20
thousands NEs are annotated. Previous work
achieved an F measure of about 0.89 using this
data.

3 Overview of Proposed Method

Our proposed method first estimates the label of
all the compound nouns (chunk) in a bunsetsu.

Then, the best label assignment is determined
by bottom-up dynamic programming as the CKY
parsing algorithm. Figure 2 illustrates an overview
of our proposed method. In this example, the
bunsetsu “Habu-Yoshiharu-Meijin” (Grand Mas-
ter Yoshiharu Habu) is analyzed. First, the labels
of all the chunks (“Habu”, “Habu-Yoshiharu”,
“Habu-Yoshiharu-Meijin”, · · ·, “Meijin”, etc.) in
the bunsetsu are analyzed using a machine learn-
ing method as shown in Figure 2 (a).

We call the state in Figure 2 (a) initial state,
where the labels of all the chunks have been es-
timated. From this state, the best label assign-
ment in the bunsetsu is determined. This pro-
cedure is performed from the lower left (corre-
sponds to each morpheme) to the upper right like
the CKY parsing algorithm as shown in Figure 2
(b). For example, when the label assignment for
“Habu-Yoshiharu” is determined, the label assign-
ment “Habu-Yoshiharu” (PERSON) and the label
assignment “Habu” (PERSON) and “Yoshiharu”
(OTHER) are compared, and the better one is cho-
sen. While grammatical rules are utilized in a
general CKY algorithm, this method chooses bet-
ter label assignment for each cell using a machine
learning method.

The learned models are the followings:

• the model that estimates the label of a chunk
(label estimation model)

• the model that compares two label assign-
ments (label comparison model)

The two models are described in detail in the
next section.
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Habu Yoshiharu Meijin ga
PERSON OTHERe

invalid invalid

invalid

invalidinvalid

Figure 3: Label assignment for all the chunks in
the bunsetsu “Habu-Yoshiharu-Meijin.”

4 Model Learning

4.1 Label Estimation Model
This model estimates the label for each chunk. An
analysis unit is basically bunsetsu. This is because
93.5% of named entities is located in a bunsetsu
in CRL NE data. Exceptionally, the following ex-
pressions located in multiple bunsetsus tend to be
an NE:

• expressions enclosed in parentheses (e.g., “
‘Himeyuri-no tou’ ” (The tower of Himeyuri)
(ARTIFACT))

• expressions that have an entry in Wikipedia
(e.g., “Nihon-yatyou-no kai” (Wild Bird So-
ciety of Japan) (ORGANIZATION))

Hereafter, bunsetsu is expanded when one of the
above conditions meet. By this expansion, 98.6%
of named entities is located in a bunsetsu3.

For each bunsetsu, the head or tail function
words are deleted. For example, in the bun-
setsu “Habu-Yoshiharu-Meijin-wa”, the tail func-
tion word “wa” (TOP) is deleted. In the bunsetsu
“yaku-san-bai” (about three times), the head func-
tion word “yaku” (about) is deleted.

Next, for learning the label estimation model,
all the chunks in a bunsetsu are attached to the cor-
rect label from a hand-annotated corpus. The la-
bel set is 13 classes, which includes eight NE class
(as shown in Table 1), and five classes: OTHERs,
OTHERb, OTHERi, OTHERe, and invalid.

The chunk that corresponds to a whole bun-
setsu and does not contain any NEs is labeled
as OTHERs, and the head, middle, tail chunk
that does not correspond to an NE is labeled as
OTHERb, OTHERi, OTHERe, respectively4.

3As an example in which an NE is not included by an
expanded bunsetsu, there are “Toru-no Kimi” (PERSON)
and “Osaka-fu midori-no kankyo-seibi-shitsu” (ORGANI-
ZATION).

4Each OTHER is assigned to the longest chunk that satis-
fies its condition in a chunk.

1. # of morphemes in the chunk

2. the position of the chunk in its bunsetsu

3. character type5

4. the combination of the character type of adjoining
morphemes

- For the chunk “Russian Army”, this feature is
“Katakana,Kanji”

5. word class, word sub class, and several features pro-
vided by a morphological analyzer JUMAN

6. several features6 provided by a parser KNP

7. string of the morpheme in the chunk

8. IPADIC7 feature
- If the string of the chunk are registered in the fol-

lowing categories of IPADIC: “person”, “lo-
cation”, “organization”, and “general”, this
feature fires.

9. Wikipedia feature

- If the string of the chunk has an entry in
Wikipedia, this feature fires.

- the hypernym extracted from its definition sen-
tence using some patterns (e.g., The hyper-
nym of “the Liberal Democratic Party” is a
political party.)

10. cache feature
- When the same string of the chunk appears in the

preceding context, the label of the preceding
chunk is used for the feature.

11. particles that the bunsetsu includes

12. the morphemes, particles, and head morpheme in the
parent bunsetsu

13. the NE/category ratio in a case slot of predicate/noun
case frame(Sasano and Kurohashi, 2008)

- For example, in the case ga (NOM) of the pred-
icate case frame “kaiken” (interview), the NE
ratio “PERSON:0.245” is assigned to the case
slot. Hence, in the sentence “Habu-ga kaiken-
shita” (Mr. Habu interviewed), the feature
“PERSON:0.245” is utilized for the chunk
“Habu.”

14. parenthesis feature

- When the chunk in a parenthesis, this feature
fires.

Table 2: Features for the label estimation model.

The chunk that is neither any eight NE class nor
the above four OTHER is labeled as invalid.

In an example as shown in Figure 3, “Habu-
Yoshiharu” is labeled as PERSON, “Meijin” is la-
beled as OTHERe, and the other chunks are la-
beled as invalid.

Next, the label estimation model is learned from
the data in which the above label set is assigned

5The following five character types are considered: Kanji,
Hiragana, Katakana, Number, and Alphabet.

6When a morpheme has an ambiguity, all the correspond-
ing features fire.

7http://chasen.aist-nara.ac.jp/chasen/distribution.html.ja
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to all the chunks. The features for the label esti-
mation model are shown in Table 2. Among the
features, as for feature (3), (5)−(8), three cate-
gories according to the position of a morpheme
in the chunk are prepared: “head”, “tail”, and
“anywhere.” For example, in the chunk “Habu-
Yoshiharu-Meijin,” as for the morpheme “Habu”,
feature (7) is set to be “Habu” in “head” and as for
the morpheme “Yoshiharu”, feature (7) is set to be
“Yoshiharu” in “anywhere.”

The label estimation model is learned from pairs
of label and feature in each chunk. To classify the
multi classes, the one-vs-rest method is adopted
(consequently, 13 models are learned). The SVM
output is transformed by using the sigmoid func-
tion 1

1+exp(−βx) , and the transformed value is nor-
malized so that the sum of the value of 13 labels
in a chunk is one.

The purpose for setting up the label “invalid” is
as follows. In the chunk “Habu” and “Yoshiharu”
in Figure 3, since the label “invalid” has a rela-
tively higher score, the score of the label PERSON
is relatively low. Therefore, when the label com-
parison described in Section 4.2 is performed, the
label assignment “Habu-Yoshiharu” (PERSON) is
likely to be chosen. In the chunk where the score
of the label invalid has the highest score, the label
that has the second highest score is adopted.

4.2 Label Comparison Model

This model compares the two label assignments
for a certain string. For example, in the string
“Habu-Yoshiharu”, the model compares the fol-
lowing two label assignments:

• “Habu-Yoshiharu” is labeled as PERSON

• “Habu” is labeled as PERSON and “Yoshi-
haru” is labeled as MONEY

First, as shown in Figure 4, the two compared
sets of chunks are lined up by sandwiching “vs.”
(The left one, right one is called the first set, the
second set, respectively.) When the first set is cor-
rect, this example is positive: otherwise, this ex-
ample is negative. The max number of chunks for
each set is five, and thus examples in which the
first or second set has more than five chunks are
not utilized for the model learning.

Then, the feature is assigned to each example.
The feature (13 dimensions) for each chunk is de-
fined as follows: the first 12 dimensions are used

positive:
+1 Habu-Yoshiharu vs Habu + Yoshiharu

PSN PSN + MNY
+1 Habu-Yoshiharu + Meijin vs Habu + Yoshiharu + Meijin

PSN + OTHERe PSN + MONEY + OTHERe
...

negative:
- 1 Habu-Yoshiharu-Meijin vs Habu-Yoshiharu + Meijin

ORG PSN + OTHERe
...

Figure 4: Assignment of positive/negative exam-
ples.

for each label, which is estimated by the label esti-
mation model, and the last 13th dimension is used
for the score of an SVM output. Then, for the first
and second set, the features for each chunk are ar-
ranged from the left, and zero vectors are placed
in the remainder part.

Figure 5 illustrates the feature for “Habu-
Yoshiharu” vs “Habu + Yoshiharu.” The label
comparison model is learned from such data us-
ing SVM. Note that only the fact that “Habu-
Yoshiharu” is PERSON can be found from the
hand-annotated corpus, and thus in the example
“Habu-Yoshiharu-Meijin” vs “Habu + Yoshiharu-
Meijin”, we cannot determine which one is cor-
rect. Therefore, such example cannot be used for
the model learning.

5 Analysis

First, the label of all the chunks in a bunsetsu is
estimated by using the label estimation model de-
scribed in Section 4.1. Then, the best label assign-
ment in the bunsetsu is determined by applying the
label comparison model described in Section 4.2
iteratively as shown in Figure 2 (b). In this step,
the better label assignment is determined from bot-
tom up as the CKY parsing algorithm.

For example, the initial state shown in Figure
2(a) is obtained using the label estimation model.
Then, the label assignment is determined using the
label comparison model from the lower left (cor-
responds to each morpheme) to the upper right.
In determining the label assignment for the cell
of “Habu-Yoshiharu” as shown in 6(a), the model
compares the label assignment “B” with the la-
bel assignment “A+D.” In this case, the model
chooses the label assignment “B”, that is, “Habu
- Yoshiharu” is labeled as PERSON. Similarly,
in determining the label assignment for the cell
of “Yoshiharu-Meijin”, the model compares the
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chunk Habu-Yoshiharu Habu Yoshiharu
label PERSON PERSON MONEY
vector V11 0 0 0 0 V21 V22 0 0 0

Figure 5: An example of the feature for the label comparison model. (The example is “Habu-Yoshiharu
vs Habu + Yoshiharu”, and V11, V21, V22, and 0 is a vector whose dimension is 13.)

Habu
PERSON 
0.111

Habu-Yoshiharu
PERSON 
0.438

Habu-Yoshiharu-
Meijin
ORGANIZATION
0.083

Yoshiharu Yoshiharu-Meijin

label assighment “Habu-Yoshiharu”

label assignment
“Habu” + “Yoshiharu”

A B C

ED
MONEY
0.075

OTHERe
0.092

Meijin
OTHERe
0.245

“Habu” + “Yoshiharu”

F

(a): label assignment for the cell “Habu-Yoshiharu”.

Habu
PERSON 
0.111

Habu-Yoshiharu
PERSON 
0.438

Habu-Yoshiharu-
Meijin
ORGANIZATION
0.083

Yoshiharu Yoshiharu + Meijin

label assignment
“Habu-Yoshiharu-Meijin”

A B C

ED
MONEY
0.075

MNY+OTHERe
0.075+0.245

Meijin
OTHERe
0.245

label assignment
“Habu” + “Yoshiharu” + “Meijin”

label assignment
“Habu-Yoshiharu” + “Meijin”

F

(b): label assignment for the cell “Habu-Yoshiharu-Meijin”.

Figure 6: The label comparison model.

label assignment “E” with the label assignment
“D+F.” In this case, the model chooses the label
assignment “D+F”, that is, “Yoshiharu” is labeled
as MONEY and “Meijin” is labeled as OTHERe.
When the label assignment consists of multiple
chunks, the content of the cell is updated. In
this case, the cell “E” is changed from “Yoshi-
haru-Meijin” (OTHERe) to “Yoshiharu + Meijin”
(MONEY + OTHERe).

As shown in Figure 6(b), in determining the best
label assignment for the upper right cell, that is,
the final output is determined, the model compares
the label assignment “A+D+F”, “B+F”, and “C”.
When there are more than two candidates of label
assignments for a cell, all the label assignments are
compared in a pairwise, and the label assignment
that obtains the highest score is adopted.

In the label comparing step, the label as-
signment in which OTHER∗ follows OTHER∗
(OTHER∗ - OTHER∗) is not allowed since each
OTHER is assigned to the longest chunk as de-
scribed in Section 4.1. When the first combina-
tion of chunks equals to the second combination
of chunks, the comparison is not performed.

6 Experiment

To demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed
method, we conducted an experiment on CRL NE
data. In this data, 10,718 sentences in 1,174 news
articles are annotated with eight NEs. The expres-
sion to which it is difficult to annotate manually is
labeled as OPTIONAL, and was not used for both

a b c d e

learn the label estimation model 1

Corpus: CRL NE data

learn the label estimation model 2b
obtain features for the label apply

b c d e

b c d e

b c d e

obtain features for the label
comparison model

learn the label estimation model 2c

learn the label estimation model 2d

learn the label estimation model 2e

apply

learn the label comparison model

Figure 7: 5-fold cross validation.

the model learning8 and the evaluation.
We performed 5-fold cross validation following

previous work. Different from previous work, our
work has to learn the SVM models twice. There-
fore, the corpus was divided as shown in Figure 7.
Let us consider the analysis in the part (a). First,
the label estimation model 1 is learned from the
part (b)-(e). Then, the label estimation model 2b
is learned from the part (c)-(e), and applying the
learned model to the part (b), features for learning
the label comparison model are obtained. Simi-
larly, the label estimation model 2c is learned from
the part (b),(d),(e), and applying it to the part (c),
features are obtained. It is the same with the part

8Exceptionally, “OPTIONAL” is used when the label es-
timation model for OTHER∗ and invalid is learned.
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Recall Precision
ORGANIZATION 81.83 (3008/3676) 88.37 (3008/3404)
PERSON 90.05 (3458/3840) 93.87 (3458/3684)
LOCATION 91.38 (4992/5463) 92.44 (4992/5400)
ARTIFACT 46.72 ( 349/ 747) 74.89 ( 349/ 466)
DATE 93.27 (3327/3567) 93.12 (3327/3573)
TIME 88.25 ( 443/ 502) 90.59 ( 443/ 489)
MONEY 93.85 ( 366/ 390) 97.60 ( 366/ 375)
PERCENT 95.33 ( 469/ 492) 95.91 ( 469/ 489)
ALL-SLOT 87.87 91.79
F-measure 89.79

Table 3: Experimental result.

(d) and (e). Then, the label comparison model is
learned from the obtained features. After that, the
analysis in the part (a) is performed by using both
the label estimation model 1 and the label compar-
ison model.

In this experiment, a Japanese morphological
analyzer, JUMAN9, and a Japanese parser, KNP10

were adopted. The two SVM models were learned
with polynomial kernel of degree 2, and β in the
sigmoid function was set to be 1.

Table 6 shows an experimental result. An F-
measure in all NE classes is 89.79.

7 Discussion

7.1 Comparison with Previous Work

Table 7 presents the comparison with previ-
ous work, and our method outperformed previ-
ous work. Among previous work, Fukushima
et al. acquired huge amount of category-
instance pairs (e.g., “political party - New party
DAICHI”,“company-TOYOTA”) by some patterns
from a large Web corpus, and Sasano et al. uti-
lized the analysis result of corefer resolution as a
feature for the model learning. Therefore, in our
method, by incorporating these knowledge and/or
such analysis result, the performance would be im-
proved.

Compared with Sasano et al., our method
achieved the better performance in analyzing
a long compound noun. For example, in the
bunsetsu “Oushu-tsuujyou-senryoku-sakugen-
jyouyaku” (Treaty on Conventional Armed
Forces in Europe), while Sasano et al. labeled
“Oushu” (Europe) as LOCATION, our method
correctly labeled “Oushu-tsuujyou-senryoku-
sakugen-jyouyaku” as ARTIFACT. Sasano et
al. incorrectly labeled “Oushu” as LOCATION
although they utilized the information about

9http://nlp.kuee.kyoto-u.ac.jp/nl-resource/juman-e.html
10http://nlp.kuee.kyoto-u.ac.jp/nl-resource/knp-e.html

the head of bunsetsu “jyouyaku” (treaty). In
our method, for the cell “Oushu”, invalid has
the highest score, and thus the score of LOCA-
TION relatively drops. Similarly, for the cell
“senryoku-sakugen-jyouyaku”, invalid has the
highest score. Consequently, “Oushu-tsuujyou-
senryoku-sakugen-jyouyaku” is correctly labeled
as ARTIFACT.

In the bunsetsu “gaikoku-jin-touroku-hou-ihan”
(the violation of the foreigner registration law),
while Sasano et al. labeled “touroku-hou” as AR-
TIFACT, our method correctly labeled “gaikoku-
jin-touroku-hou” as ARTIFACT. Sasano et al. can-
not utilize the information about “hou” that is use-
ful for the label estimation since the head of this
bunsetsu is “ihan.” In contrast, in estimating the
label of the chunk “gaikoku-jin-touroku-hou”, the
information of “hou” can be utilized.

7.2 Error Analysis

There were some errors in analyzing a Katakana
alphabet word. In the following example, although
the correct is that “Batistuta” is labeled as PER-
SON, the system labeled it as OTHERs.

(4) Italy-de
Italy LOC

katsuyaku-suru
active

Batistuta-wo
Batistuta ACC

kuwaeta
call

Argentine
Argentine

’Argentine called Batistuta who was active in
Italy.’

There is not an entry of “Batistuta” in the dictio-
nary of JUMAN nor Wikipedia, and thus only the
surrounding information is utilized. However, the
case analysis of “katsuyaku” (active) is incorrect,
which leads to the error of “Batistuta”.

There were some errors in applying the la-
bel comparison model although the analysis of
each chunk is correct. For example, in the
bunsetsu “HongKong-seityou” (Government of
HongKong), the correct is that “HongKong-
seityou” is labeled as ORGANIZATION. As
shown in Figure 8 (b), the system incorrectly
labeled “HongKong” as LOCATION. As shown
in Figure 8(a), although in the initial state,
“HongKong-seityou” was correctly labeled as OR-
GANIZATION, the label assignment “HongKong
+ seityou” was incorrectly chosen by the label
comparison model. To cope with this problem,
we are planning to the adjustment of the value β
in the sigmoid function and the refinement of the
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F1 analysis unit distinctive features
(Fukushima et al., 2008) 89.29 character Web
(Kazama and Torisawa, 2008) 88.93 character Wikipedia,Web
(Sasano and Kurohashi, 2008) 89.40 morpheme structural information
(Nakano and Hirai, 2004) 89.03 character bunsetsu feature
(Masayuki and Matsumoto, 2003) 87.21 character
(Isozaki and Kazawa, 2003) 86.77 morpheme
proposed method 89.79 compound noun Wikipedia,structural information

Table 4: Comparison with previous work. (All work was evaluated on CRL NE data using cross valida-
tion.)

HongKong
LOCATION

HongKong-seityou
ORGANIZATIONLOCATION

0.266 0.205

seityou
OTHERe
0.184

(a):initial state

HongKong
LOCATION

HongKong + seityou
LOC+OTHEReLOCATION

0.266
LOC+OTHERe
0.266+0.184

seityou
OTHERe
0.184

(b):the final output

Figure 8: An example of the error in the label com-
parison model.

features for the label comparison model.

8 Conclusion

This paper proposed bottom-up Named Entity
Recognition using a two-stage machine learning
method. This method first estimates the label of
all the chunks in a bunsetsu using a machine learn-
ing, and then the best label assignment is deter-
mined by bottom-up dynamic programming. We
conducted an experiment on CRL NE data, and
achieved an F-measure of 89.79.

We are planning to integrate this method with
the syntactic and case analysis method (Kawa-
hara and Kurohashi, 2007), and perform syntactic,
case, and Named Entity analysis simultaneously to
improve the overall accuracy.
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